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- In the Oct. 30 issue of The Lumberjack, it was incorrectly reported that the university

is attempting to reploce its WWW domain change from “.edu” to “.org.” In actuolity,
it is simply attempting to add the new domain suffix for non-educational reloted
activities ond retein the °.edu” suffix for educational-related
activities.

- it was also incorrectly reported that the foculty ond stoff numbers for 1995 were 309
ond 1182 respectively. The correct number of faculty was 329 ond staff wes 853.
The Lumberjack
regrets the errors.
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Students voice oppositon to One-Card

se

Critics fear loss of HSU’s ‘academic integrity, supporters stress convenience

| Wenhev

@ Associated

)

Oy Us owen
‘

will have the student’s name, photo,
ty
heed
io en The
include one or more

,

HSU students voiced
Thursday of a multi-

canteen
to get 0 state-wide

card,

netic stripes and vendor I.D. — deine on the
ol
cand

eee qaat
at other CSUs.

100 stude nts filled the

aes
“If all you
want is a campus I.D.,
then thats all your card will carry,” he

"

mites of HSU vant card

wverybody decides whether. . they
9

chicas

_ known as the One-Card,
of
sree ne
t netg
About

—.

wanted to
stuated,

aisha

nr gga

in

at

ee

a

cone

make sense for Humboldt State Uni-

versity.”

presidentof Developmentand Admin-

present at

Per yman,

:
~~

oe

the forum were

ESPN

Wayne

a

science representative and Brian

campus coordinator
for the

Vernor, A.S. undeclared representa-

One-Card Task Force; Dennis Geyer

tive.

from the university registrar; Lori

:

;

Christensen
said that out of 22 Cali-

Kerrigan, director
of business services

fornia State University campuses, 16

for Lumberjack Enterprises and sys- are participating
in this project and
tems administrator for the HSU card; threealreadyhaveamulti-purposecard

Bill Cannon, Director of Computing _ in use.
and Telecommunications; Telecom-:

munications

deputies in on

project) doesn’t make sense for the student body at this campus, then it doesn’t

said Don Christensen, vice

istrative Services.
er
een

eedeuaeer

“with the students
in mind ... if (this

rum vie a
=

misinfo rmation

It’sthepurestform | compleint egoinst

Healso said this project was intended

al sll

in
.
ees

cerns,”

ne
He said the students would not be _| (Se story
on page

eee

committee

rh

3

The card’s intended services, aside

;Alan

from its present use as acampus1.D.

Lutje, systems analyst for the Univer- and for

sity Information
Services; BrianLogan,

out books, would in-

clude banking (debit card, fund trans-.

:

fer,

:
.
» long-distance calling,

vending (p otocopying, laundry

incident ot
September's

- | Heodwoters protest

For students, there are many

The student, on

about the project that doesn't make _ | !merdisiplinary
sense,
studies junior, says
steaden

’

deputies hit hin with

bone

a baton and a tire

snacks), obtaining transcripts or

ae

— » dining, paying university-re-

would favor multi-national corpora- _| iron, moced
him ond

events and facilities, he said.

Satanic and disclose private infor- | him.

feesandaccesstovariouscampus

cio

te

sions have a

affect on local | threatened
to kill

Anotheruseofthecard,Christensen
said, is for entrance into buildings,

mation,
= No students spoke in favor of the

halls and secured laboratories such as

“(This project will) have
a direct

which would be limited to residence

74

computer labs.

The card will look like the current

The officers declined
the

—,

incident.

(See story
on poge

1.D.card,
he said. The front of the card

See One Card, page 5 | 6.)

‘Prison without bars’

Burmese exile visits HSU
©

Dy Exica Betlly

ee

fled the country by boatandis nowa speaker

CUMBERIACK STAFF

for Amnesty International.

Khin said she was a chemistry student

Burmese exile Ohmar Khin spoke Tues- — studyingnear Rangoon, the nation’s capital,

day about the injustice in her native country
and offered ways Americans can support
the Burmese ght or democracy.
ofteHSUF
ISU
Free] ly

coc

tion, said he invited Lumber- Fi

jack Enterprises Director Burt [

when a student uprising
began on her cam.
“In 1988, the students started
demee
things were
going wrong,ee
but I

=)

wasn’t ready to get involved ...

# until [saw the brutality, the beat-

Nordstrom and a representa-

ing, the shooting
and the killing

tive from the Eureka PepsiCo

Inc. distribution chant to0 at-

tend the presentation.

“I'm very disappointed that

neither ofthem chose to come,”
he said.

i

Armstrong planned the pre- —_

—

;

“Today is election day,” he

Nice try, Michela

said. “We havea vote and those people(the

Burmese) don’t.”

Micksla Allete, former 1et District Congressional candidate, visited HSU Monday to talk
For in-depth coverage of this year's elections, see page 7
AS

country she calls “a prison with-

. _ She spent one month travel-

ng along the western coast of

Burma by boat and hiding from

the Burmese army in the uninhabited sec-

tions along the shore.

Whe
she reached
n Thailand, she received

Burma, a country in Southern Asia, is

help at the refugee camps set up near the
Burmese border.

Khin became an exile in 1988 when she

See Myanmar,
page 9

now officially called Myanmar. However,
inna iadiinelleh ceases itheting thao.
refuse to
the new name.

and answor students’ questions. Tuesday, she lost to incumbent Frank Riggs, R-Windsor.

knew it was time to leave the

4 out bars.”

sentation for Tuesdtoay
make o

apoint,

©.)

right on the campus.”
When many of her friends
began getting arrested, Khin
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First Friday III: The lectures continue

‘Fiction’ is stranger than reality

iby Ratt itelses
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Birth Control Services/Pregnancy Counseling
Low Cost Confidential HIV/AIDS Testing
Drop-in Teen Clinic Tues. and Thurs. 3-5:30

Dick Day, an emeritus English
professor, said he believes retelling one’s real life stories is never
completely the truth, but instead a
“fiction.”
“It might be that there’s no such
thing as a truth, that truth is only
some fiction that meets the facts for
now and is well-detailed enough
that it seems to be reality,” he said.
“Fictions” was the focus of the
third First Friday lecture, alecture
series which has a different emeri-

A Trusted Place for Your Questions

BVFISE
Neal

BR

Winnacott

1).V.M

Vaccinations
Geriatrics
Dentistry

Committee accepting
nominations for
outstanding professor

Spay /Neuter

Pet Food & Supplies

CUAL

Ave

McKinleyville,

CA

Limited

EDITOR
Uh

The National Security Education Program is offering scholarships for students to study in areas
of the world considered critical to
U.S. national security.
The scholarships are available
to students in fields of study relevant to national security, including engineering and applied sci-

1&2 Bedroom Apts.

$450 to $625 per mo.
Shared Units

$255 to $285 per mo.
$10/mo. for
furnished apt.

CARGE

Includes:
24Hour Property Mgmt.
Computer Lab
Recreation Room

Laundry Facilities
Free Cable TV

Some Apts. - Paid Utilities
LocatedAt

1935H St.
3 Blocks From HSU
For More Information Call 822-4688 Fax 822-3975

ce of re-

vising all work, including “Just My
Luck.”

“This needs revision as long as|

... tay alive,” he said.
He also said that thinking
of a

piece of writing as a fiction can
help the writing process.

“If you realize that it’s a fiction,
that frees you to choose and arrange the things where you want

to,” he said.

ences, business and econom-

ics, international affairs, politi-

cal policy and social sciences,
health and law.
In previous years, more than
600 students received scholarships for study in 60 countries
including Japan, Russia, South
Canada, Australia and New

Availabie = First Come, First Serve Basis

3 Bedroom

also stressed the im

Scholarships offered to

95519

Apartments

when writing about personal experiences.
Throughout the lecture, Day

America, China, Brazil and

Critical to national security

mittee is soliciting nominations
for the HSU Outstanding Professor Award.
The nominee should beaprofessor who has a demonstrable
record of superlative teaching,
research publications or creative
demonstrations and service.
People wishing to nominate a

up the details they can’t remember

Academic Senate Office,
Gist Hall,
Room 101.

HSU’s Faculty Awards Com-

ett

839-9414
Central

published personal experience
story he wrote called “Just My
Luck.” He read this excerpt, which
was about his teenage years, to ils
lustrate how writers have to make

Study overseas in areas

Lie

Eas

1781

read aloud an excerpt from an un-

professor should submit a letter of
up to two pages summarizing the
nominee’s outstanding qualities.
Faculty are free to nominate themselves.
The deadline for submissions is
Nov. 27 and should be sent to the

2 ALE

Surgery /Medicine

way

tus professor on the first F ridayof
each month address a certain topic.
Approximately 30 students, retired professors and community
members gathered to hear Day,
who taught at HSU from 1959 to
1987, speak.
Day, who has had a few of his
novels published such as “When
In Florence” and “Breaking Over,”

® Office Hours 9 a.m. - 10

T.

Egypt.

Western

Europe,

Zealand are excluded from the
scholarship.
Students will be selected on
the basis of merit and can apply
for study in summer 1997, fall
1997 and/ or spring 1998.
NSEP awards are available up
to a maximum of $8,000 per
semester or $16,000 per academic year.
The application deadline is
Feb. 3, 1997. For more information, contact NSEP at 1-800-

618-NSEP.

One-Card

cational services such as new
Netand
sca
e-mail pe
software.

favoritism of large multi-national

SS

“ae
i Doug Lindsey
said “if students go towards corporate

i

communi-

ties wil be oiteed by no business.”

“A total of $24,000 is created
ary student business) into the
economy
via revenues, taxes,

etc.,” he said. “This will be taken
out
due
to _ increasing
corporatization
of the CSU.”
to 10

sidered

posible

vendors

being

, ee,

are

the

's picture and personal

card,
on theon
number
identifi
cati
Christensen said. Other informa-

tion, such as calling card and bank

account numbers, would be im-

Geyer said all the services being
offered are stored in separate databases, and none of the databases

are planned “to be combined in

way.”

includes one vendor in Arcata:
Round Table Pizza, Kerrigan said.

“If we
this (One-Card)
pubic
to join the system as well,” she
said.
Local businesses
would have the
opportunity to install readers and
accept the card.

Logan said only Bank of America
and Wells Fargo is able to support
the banking services of the whole
CSU system.

Vernor said “Anything regional
or local is not large enough to be
able to bid and offer services to the
students of HSU.”

committee comprised of university President Alistair McCrone,

Vernor said 1,100 students

Vice President Alfred Guillaume,

signed a petiti
to stopon
thei

HSU, ,
aa het thoy arere angcali
HSU

r

a referendum.

“This is our university. Let us

dec
what
ide
we want ... Give us

ie

would be your democracy that you

talked about,” said a student from
the audience.

Perryman said he agrees with

Sieasdtiibiesaéititidtiins

also exists a potential for misuse no

the
withum
the idea of a referend

A.S., but doubted its use with only

matter how secure, no matter how

many passwords you put on it,”

executive presidential assistant
Carolyn Mueller and Christensen.

“Students have brought up several variables that have not been
researched. If you're going to pass
this committee off as being the
opin
of the
io
studen
nts ... I think
that’s bogus ... Unti
you resear
l ch

those (questions), I don’t see how
you can
a competent decision on this,” said a student at the

forum who declined to state his
name.

Logan said.

AS. passes resolution
against One-Card

that the One-Card
is a credit card,

by Ahem ‘ifeeieene

con-

The current HSU Bonus Card

The committee's recommendation will be made to an executive

"s
enough ... Humboldt
Sainte arian
Keith Wagner said.

>” said Charles
ional
studies

mittee for its
representation
of others who will be affected by
this project. He said there were no
ives from the Chamber
Commerce
or small businesses

vote.

anes have what we need and

instead
of the

ofa stable
Douglas, A.S.
representative.

10 percent of the total student

despite contradictions made by
Christensen.
ce See ee Don’t let
(Christensen)

The Associated Students
ey

University’s One-Card task

force wasn’t heeding the mes-

sage ofthe student’s opposition

said. “
i
ing card
is credit. You will build up an account, and you'll have to pay that
off. The committee
is hoping that
that won't be

e week 1,100 students
4 petition in opposition

ard

Sociology

senior

Gregory

Holman
said money that would go
to build infrastructure and databases would be better used for edu-

3
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- After the A.S. meeting Monday night, Vernor said he
thought students should have

,

Frankfurt

$265
$265

Madrid

$299

Vienna
Athens

$329
$349

open forum

n.

Vernor felt that as representatives of the students, the A.S.

been included earlierin the pro-

cess of the One-Card project.

Paris

and last Thursday

ay’ of :1 he students voiced
services offered no contributions
to education.

LY

He said A.S. was disap-

pointed with the way the

fool you,” Logan

ae

© See AS., page 9

“While beer brings gladness, don't forget
That water only makes you wet.”
--Harry Leon Wilson, The Spenders

RE

Travel

National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

EUROPASS FROM $210

EURAILPASSES

For

:

complete
national,

:
‘

state and
local
election
coverage,

furn to

page il.
Brought to
you by The
Meet Your Friends At The Lost Coast Brewery
617 4th Street - Downtown Eureka » 445-4480
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HSU Headwaters activist

complains of brutality
knees and legs more than 20 times

“Mak Schaffer, an interdisciplinary studies junior, and

ohsa

ber Co. workers from en-

tering Headwaters Forest
Oct. 1. He was released after serving eight days. His
preliminary hearing is
scheduled for Nov. 18.

of

5th
|

en

&

F

Sts.

Eureka

Say

tance.

McCollister
maced him until he
couldn’t see or breathe, Schaffer

they contained evidence of other
protesters who were not

name” to protect his identity while
protesting, said he was ona tripod
when PL workers arrived.
The tripod, which Schaffer described as a 30-foot high teepeelike device used to block roads used
by loggers, had been constructed
earlier that morning.
Frustruated loggers called the
Sheriff's Department
when the protesters refused to let them pass.
Schaffer said when the deputies
arrived, they asked the protesters
to leave iin a peaceful manner.
But wheh their attempt to remove the protesters failed, he said,
ar Pete Jimenez began shak-

ing the tripod and “verbally assaulting” them. Jimenez refused to
comment.

“Towers

Arope was tied around his waist

and connected to one of the loggers’ “cherry-pickers,” used
in the
removal of branches from trees.
McCollister failed to return repeated phone calls.
After being pulled tothe ground,
Schaffer said that Jimenez grabbed
him by his hair and threatened to

kill him.

“(Jimenez) said ‘if you ever put
any ofmy deputies in dangeragain,
I'll fucking kill you,” Schaffer said.
Schaffer said he spenteight days
in the Humboldt County Jail before being seen by the jail doctor,
Joan Hoffman.

He said his knee received exten-

sive cartilage damand
age
his foot
was heavily bruised as a result of

lost. The

Humboldt
County
Sheriff's Capt. Gary Philp

era has been

Sheriff's Department would
not confirm nor deny the al-

said personnel
ts are first
reviewed by Sheriff Dennis Lewis
to determine whetheran investiga-

tion is needed. He said brutality
complaints are generally investigated by an administrative iinvesti-

gator.

Detective George Hill, assigned
to the case on Oct. 16, has been

unable to begin an in-depth invesi
tigation because Schaffer has not
yet released a statement.
Capt. Philps estimated that the
investigation would be completed
within the next week, but Hill said

that beginning the investigation is
impossible until a statement is is-

sued by Schaffer.
Sheriff Dennis Lewis refused to

comment on both the complaint
and the investigation.

"Tri POD
Softly frosted or clear glass
holders in designer colors...
Cobalt, Mexican green,

MOLLY
$1S Adv./$18 at deer

Clear, and Aegean blue.
Fill with colorful, fragrant

potpourri or lighted pillar
candles in complementary

The Mother Hips
$8 adv./$10
at deor

colors
and sizes.

;

Tripods are 9!/2" or $3/4"

and the glass containers
canbe displayed separately
oo a three-level effect.

re-

cently told him that the cam-

interdisciplinary studies junior

said.

7

=f
ff &

<&

and chest with the tire iron.
Schaffer said he offered no resis-

Ff.

repeatedly
in the legs, knees, back

“(The deputy) said ‘if you ever put
any of my deputies in danger
again, I'll (expletive) kill you.””
MARK SCHAFFER

Schaffer, who uses a “forest

Corner

Department confiscated the cam
era Schaffer
had used to take pictures of the beating. The Sheriff.
Department
did notreturn the camera and film to Schaffer
after his
release.
ili
Schaffer
Department
would not release them because

FS 1

deputies on Oct. 10 after being
sina ” ata protest nine days

Upon his arrest, oo

Se

int against two Humboldt
County Sheriff's Department

appropriate medical at-

=e 2esee5

An HSU student filed a brutality

with a wooden baton. When the
wooden baton failed to
him
down from the tripod, S|
said,
the
PL
workers
offered
McCollister a metal tire iron.
Schaffer
said McCollisterhithim

i2cea.

iy Extes iheiiy

eh

Jean Knoch, a registered
nurse
ing at the jail, said Schaffer

McCollister then hit him in the

injuries as a result.

arrested
ing
after blocking Pacific Lum-

the beating.

Schaffer said Deputy Tim

@ Student suffers
knee and foot
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The Lumberjuck
hound is reported walking in traffic
on B Street in front of the Student

Oct. 28:

escorted out of the building by

custodians andis last seen heading northbound.
Oct. 29: _
e A report of two males

dressed in some type of headgear and hiding in the bushes
near the Fieldhouse is filed.
Contact with the males in Redwood Bowl reveals the two are
participating
in awar game with
paint ball guns. UPD seizes the
weapons. The | a.m. incident

is to be handled administratively.
¢ Garbage sacks are found
dumped in the entry ways leading to Cypress Hall suites 4910

— 4929.

¢ A men’s 21-speed bicycle
is stolen from the Library racks.
¢ UPD officers stand by while
50 EarthFirst! participants
= at the University Center
ied
°

$35 worth

of aluminum cans are removed
from various recycling bins
throughout the campus.
Oct. 30:
e A brovn and white basset

¢ Fireworks are set off at the

Redwood/Sunset Quad area.

Business and Services Building
The dog is tied to a fence coll the
reporting party picks it up and returns it to its rightful owner.

UPD are unable to locate the
source.
¢ A man falls from the fourth

¢ A backpack is stolen from the
men’s locker room at Forbes Complex.

ambulance arrives.

¢ 11:30—Atire,
valued at $100,

¢ Amanre-enters the Library
while the doorsare
being locked
and runs up the stairs. He is

Wednesday, Nov. 6, 1996

is slashed at the Library Parking
Lot.
Halloween:

floor of the Campus Apartments. UPD stands by until an

the second floor of Redwood
Hall. UPD searches the area
and is unable to find the woman.

Redwood/Sunset Quad.
¢ Doorlocksare super glued and
petroleum jelly is placed on the

door knobs of the first floor west

wing of Redwood Hall.
e A banner reading “420” is
placed on the roof of the Bookstore. Maintenance is notified to
remove the banner.
e A non-student is seen banging
on a piano in a practice room at the
old Music Building. The man is

warned and advised to leave. —
¢ A man is reported to have left
the Library screaming and apparently upset. Upon UPD arrival he

cannot be located.
e A brown female chow-typedog
is spotted running loose near the

Depot. The canine is located and

transported to the Humane Society by the Arcata Animal Control.
¢ A man reports locating his bicycle which was stolen three weeks

ago.

"

g

E

VEDO&

AZEVEDO

plus:

* Treatment and prescriptions for
red eye condition
¢ Laser refractive surgery associates
a

851 Bayside Road, Suite A, Arcata, CA (707) 822-7641
(707) 822-4551 FAX

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT WITH STUDENT ID.

|

Nov. 1:

into the power room of Redwood

Art Quad Fountain.
e Firecrackers are set off at the

A

Complete vision care services

®

© A female is reported attempting to sell marijuana on

e An unknown person breaks
Hall and turns off the power. The
power is later restored.
¢ Soap and dye are put into the

PK

e UPD assists a residence

director with person in possession of illegal fireworks at Redwood Hall.
¢ A basset hound is seen on
the loose near the Versatel ma-

Eureka’s First Original
TATTOO & BODY PIERCING STUDIO

chine at the U.C. Quad. The
area is checked and the dog
cannot be found.
Nov. 2:

¢ Tire tracks are found on
the lawn in the Redwood/Sunset Quad. The suspected vehicle is unknown.
¢ A woman having difficulty
breathingis reported in front of
Pepperwood Hall.
Transported to Mad River
Community Hospital, she is

later

committed

to

Sempervirons Mental Health

Facility in Eureka.
¢ Three people are observed
apparently searching for psilo-

cybin mushrooms off College
Blvd. The three are determined

not to be in possession and sent
on their way.
— Compiled by David Perry

New

Ship ment of New

Everyde

CHEAP!

CHEAP!

Items!!

ivaa SALE DAY at the Poop!

$40 - $78
“ion
e
Chairs: $7.50 -$60
e File Cabinets: 2 and 4 drawer

And many other collectibles!

¢ Books, Lamps, Plants, and other used household items

1499 SpearAve.

Stuffed Tofu Turkeys
Choice of Dressing & Sizes
10% Discount for Early Orders Placed by Nov. 10th

822-5410

@ Organic Espresso &

Local Foods
@ Vegan & Vegetarian Meals
@ Catering and Take Out
@ Fresh Juices & Smoothees
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Week of the Living Dead

Dia de los Muertos honors dearly departed
ater group from San Francisco.

The souls of the dead returned

last Friday.

These performances were also

“Dia de los Muertos,” or “Day
of the Dead,” is a time when the
souls of the dead return and the

part of the tradition of “Dfa de los
Muertos” to “pay homage to the

living gather together to honor

organize the event.

dead,” Barrera said, who helped

them, said Laura Barrera, a

political science senior.
“Dfa de los Muertos” is a

week-long celebration that
started on Oct. 28.

She said the souls of spirits
who don’t have family return

“Life is a cycle. (This
celebration) is a way to prepare
for death in a joyful way.”

on Oct. 28, the “bad” souls
return on Oct. 29 and souls of
children and adults return on

Several “ofrendas,” or altars,

were set up by MEChA, the Islamic Student Union and the
American Indian Alliance in the

Karshner Lounge.

They are places of worship to
eshibienis ji honor the dead,
Spanish senior Xochitl
Dorsey, said.
Barrera said ofrendas are
putupa week before the spir-

LAURA BARRERA
political science senior

its arrive.
They are surrounded by
densa gifts and candles,

scwtihidndpidesetiia dead
return, they know they are re-

membered

dates back hundreds of years to

together to learn about death —

Different sizes of candles
on the ofrenda are lit to welcome
back the spirits which return on

the Aztecs, was celebrated in a

something we all share,” MEChA

Nov. 1 and 2, she said.

Nov. 1 and 2, respectively.

The Mexican tradition, which

packed, 300-capacity Kate
Buchanan Room last Friday.
The event was sponsored
by the
Multicultural
Center
and

Movimiento Estudiantil-Chicano

“(This day) is a day to come

adviser Don Anton said.
The day is not only a celebration of death, but also of life,

Barrera said.
“Lifeisacycle,”
she said. “(This

PEVESA FBS _

Humboldt and Nueva Era, a the-

etery.

She said they
pray for the souls
ofthe deadand for
life.

“In this way,
each person creates an under-

standing
for death
and life,” Barrera
said.

Thenextdayall
the candles are

put

out

and

church bells are

rung to let the
souls
know that it
is time to leave,
she said.
She said the

©

adults.

dead gave their
lives to the living
through the sun and that the sun
could not exist without the heart.
The Aztecs sacrificed people for
their hearts because their belief

On the night ofNov. 2, the families of the dead pray at the cem-

brought the next day.

Shorter candles symbolize children. Taller candles symbolize

SS £8

mances by the Ballet Folkléricode

celebration) is a way to prepare for
death in a joyful way.”

was that the blood of the heart

tS

de Aztlan and included perfor-

Oy Liz Berean
rt
e

TODD WUTISCH/ CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Barrera said that life brings
death, but “through death comes
life.”
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Myanmar
© Continued
from page 3
In 1991, 1 a DE

wo
doch jein

———
Khin was interviewed
can news agency about or experi
ences in fleeing Burma. The radio
was translated
to her native
and broadcasted
in
Burma.
“That was the first time my

mother knew I was alive since |
left,”
she said.
Khin has not been able to conae
ise

imagined baci
wed

ap

Khin explained
to those

the way the State Law and Order
Restoration
Council, the Burmese
tookamember ofeach
old to work as slave labor
for up to two months
at a time.
whole
was run by

the military,”
she

said.

Khin said SLORC

Aung

San Suu Kyi, representing

the National

for Democ-

racy, won the election by a wide
Aer the election, SLORC reassumed it’s
position
of power and
Suu Kyi under house arrest
five and a half years

officials

owing
A
he 9p documentary,

democratic election to be held.

the slaves and ex-

stepped down in 1990
to allow a

plaining
the power of SLORC, was
shown after Khin
Khit was finished

Armstrong
hoped that the pre—
would raise awareness

people
to support

the PepsiCo Secon

mons Tuesday at 7 p.m.

Arcata'‘s Choice
For Great Food
wide selection of Wines & Microbrews on tap,
utdoor Beer Garden,
Sunday Brunch, Take-outs

for
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«| Travelite III 8 x 23, refurbished

$139

:, j| Travelite III 10 x 25, refurbished $169

$79

$99

4 Ceramic Anoraks
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I Can Get

at the Denny's
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Wools, Wool latent

ick Drys, Boot Socks,
|
w Hiking Socks
Sale Price

$3°, $3”, $4”, $5”
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. Fleece Full Zip
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hF j Fleece Snap Front Pullover $75 $45
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MOUNTAIN SUPPLY

someon |
Come
visit our new restaurant,

5th & Commercial ¢ Eureka ¢ 445-1711

VY

serrate

,A

i

|

© Sunday 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

-

Monday - Saturday 9:30 A.M. to 7 P.M.

.

Limited to stock on hand ¢ Prices good through 11/17/96

|

4480 Contrel Ave., MoKinieyvitie
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Exprorarions in Arro-Cusan Dance & Daum

Interactive workshops featuring two key members of GRUPo Aptte~CusA bt MATARZAS...
Teresita Dome Pérer, Principal Suncor & Ramén “Sandy” Garcia Pérex, Principal Brommor & Solelst
Saturday, November 9 & Sunday, Nevembor 10, 1996 on the NSU campos

Conc the HSU Office of Extended Edvcation ot 826-3731 for more information+ ecm
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1996
our president,” said Patty Ohman,
“It’s real exciting to re-elect
chairwoman of the Humboldt County Democratic Central Comfor our party.”
mittee. “I think it'll provide real energy

Clinton announced his victory before a cheering crowd of supporters
at his acceptance celebration in Little Rock, Ark.
“We've got a bridge to build — and I’m ready if you are,” Clinton

ee
Mita ae 5

Bill Clinton became the first Democrat since Franklin D. Roosevelt
to be elected to a second term as president of the United States
Tuesday.

said.
He said in this election Americans have shown all

=

Ponte

mnanapientt

a

i

The 50-year-old
5
president thanked a long list of supporters for
Bob Dole on
their help in his campaign and commended
his “lifetime of service to the United States.”
candidate spent the last few weeks trying to
The
overcome the15 points he was

in the polls. He did however,

defeat.

1

“We plan to take a week off and then start campaigning for

OR

Eileen Amos, chairwoman of the Humboldt County Republican
Central Committee, said her party would bounce back after Dole’s

te. “Fmt

bring in enough swing votes during the last week to make the
popular vote numbers close in many states.

See Caton,
page 12

won and Michela
Alioto lost.

“Riggs has extended never-ending sup-

THIS WEEK EDITOR

port to students and their issues, he’s in-

Ina 1st Congressional District race that
set a record for cam

Frank

Riggs, R-Windsor, took the lead from the
and never
let go.
Riggs, the incumbent Republican con-

gressman
and owner ofa software business and a small
home building company, has

lived in the Ist District for
more than 30 years.
And that’s one of the rea-

son Riggs won the election,
science senior and co-chairee
ee
wHie's (Riggs) lived in the
district for over 30 years,” he
said. “Alioto hasn't lived a day in the dis-

trict.” Riggs garnered 49 percent of the vote

while Democratic challenger Michelo Alioto
received
44 percent. Libertarian
Emil Rossi
got 5 percent of the vote.

While

the election returns at

the Republican Headquarters Tuesday
night, Carnelisted several reasons why Riggs

creased the number of student loans and
increased their amounts,” he said. “Alioto’s

attacks on Riggs’ supposed educational
cuts
are outright lies.”
In the first debate between Riggs and
Alioto on Sept. 29, Alioto said
that Riggs had cut more than $10
million from student
loans.
Carne said that student loans
have increased
more than $12 billion in the Republican
budget.
Alioto, 28, a Democrat from

St. Helena, representsa
thrid generation of Aliotos involved
with
politics,
Her grandfather, Joseph,
was mayor of San Francisco and
her Aunt Angela is a San Francisco County Supervisor.
Alioto moved into the district last October so she could run in the 1st District race.
Although
Alioto has worked with President Bill Clinton and Vice President Al Gore
as an adviser and with Dianne Feinstein in
her first campaign
for California governor,
Carne doesn’t think that is enough.

~ He thought she was to young and inexpe-

rienced.
Jason Conger, a HSU senior, legislative
adviser to Riggs and campaigner, thought

|

Alioto did well in her first campaign.
“For the first time running Alioto did
pretty good,” he said.

He thought Riggs’ strong point was his
record and that Alioto had too many weaknesses.
Riggs was elected to the House of Representatives in 1990, lost his re-election in
1992 and won it back in 1994.

fj
Fix

Henowsitsonthe House Appropriations
Committee
and the Economic And Educa-

§

tional Opportunities Committee.
Conger said Riggs plans to continue his
work on the North Coast by continuing his
support for the fishing industry, the deepening of the Woodley Island harbor project
and to help resolve the Headwaters issue.
Though the people at the Republican
were happy with the congresHeadquarters
and Riggs’
sional elections around the nation
re-election, Humboldt County Republican

Central Chairman Eileen Amos said something had to change.
“We're (Republicans) running 2-to-1 to
the Democrats in this area and we plan on
changing that,” she said.

|
Hauser.

impact,” Ohman said. “She’s spenta great deal oftime here

1st Assembly District seat vacated by term-limited Dan

Strom-Martin beat Republican
Harry Wrench of the Natural Law
nearly
a half-million dollars in late
She announced victory slightly

Margie Handley and
party with the help of
contributions.
before midnight during

an interview with a Santa Rosa TV news station.
An unprecedented31 open seats
in the 80-seat Assembly caused ev-

primaries— she didn’t meet people, she had very little

to understand the issues.”
Strom-Martin relentlessly attacked Democratic challenger
Doug Bosco in the primary with a direct mail campaign.
"s consultants vowed not to sit idle in another

attack and said they would use “comparative mail, not hit

L
watched.In WUC LCAUSEOULE
be closely
erylight raceof theto delicate
balance of power, BI District
the 1st District was touted as possibly giving the Democrats a majorIt did. The Democrats
now hold
a majority in the Assembly, with
three seats held by Independents.
Democrats regained control ofthe
Assembly
after two years of control

a

Martinas “an ultra-liberal whois
out of

step” with the 1 st District, Strom-Mar-

tin considered stopping the “Orange

County extremists” who “want to give
corporations a billion dollar tax break
Fair
:

Mauilee

Percent

P

She also chided Handley for her
wealth, saying she didn’t represent
working class parents.
“We personally ran a better cam-

by the GOP. Democrats
had ruled

the Assembly for 20 years before
that. Democrats easily maintained a
majority in the state Senate without

mail.”
While Handley portrayed Strom-

paign,” said Humboldt County Cam-

paign Coordinator
John Casey. “(The

78,352

geeeninAssem- |" Percent reporting: 100

Strom-Martin
handily out-raised
Handley for the seat, although most of it came in late
contributions. As ofNov.1, Strom-Martin
raised $549,386,

$120,994 more than Handley, according to secretary of
state statistics. However, $455,067 ofher funds were raised
in the last three weeks.

In addition to backing by the California Teachers Asso-

eaeeteeeeeeneeeees

voters) didn’t buy that Virginia was

ne
Strom-Martin

centered her cam-

paignon education, jobs and commu-

nity safety. She wants to fully staff a North Coast Employment Development Corp. She supports swapping

MAXXAM'"s savings and loan debt in exchange for Headene Forest, but not an exchange of federal land for the
rest.

ciation and from state Superintendent
of Public Schools

She opposes the death penalty, the voter-approved California Civil Rights Initiative and school vouchers for chil-

Delaine Easton, Strom-Martin received support from car-

dren with low test scores.

penter
and operating engineer unions.
The 1st Assembly District spans five counties from the
border to Sonoma County.

“I think Virginia understood the importance of Humboldt

County

in the whole district,” said Patty Ohman,
chair-

woman of the Humboldt County Democratic Central Committee.

Campaign coordinators said that, in addition to doing

Strom-Martin,
48, is a graduate of U.C. Berkeley and

Sonoma State, taught elementary school for 24 years, was

ident
of a Santa Rosa teachers union
years on a Sonoma County Commission
Women. She resides in Duncans Mills.
oreiee eres. fe grote cn
Sonoma
which advocated freedom of beach
cu eennenetne cate.

and served three
on the Status of

sf Oe Boschon, 2
access along the

EP pm

sm
Historically fickle North Coast voters elected Democrat
Virginia Strom-Martin the winner of the hotly contested

wellin “strongholds” like Arcata, the Mendocino coast and
also did well in Del
West Sonoma County, Strom-Martin
Norte County, which campaign staffer Tracy Holland called
“a Republican
“She did not do well (in Humboldt County) in the

By Aisa Wowele
TUMBERIACK STAFF

Org SFEOS
OSEO CBS

Strom-Martin defeats Handley
as Democrats take Assembly

oot

wo

Pellatz left in wake of liberal tide in City Council race
Sytem Cy

Snsahegin
the
Also elected were HSU shimai Ornelas sad each support
po a mary
a
grateful (for the vote),” Stewart aaid #4 Hanan.
Ornelas, board member andemployeeat —_ With the three new members, Councilam

“Pm

Mayor Carl Pellats was defeated in late Tuesday. “I've lived in the city for 12

|

of the
ick
said the face
patr
the Mad River Brewing Co.,isamemberof man Jason Kirk
very different.

nee

Tuesday’s elections as three liberal candi- yes € bias te of eanetal

i

that.”
se the Budget Task Force and served as an council will be
dates swept the election for the Arcata City _withme,and I think people recogni
Arcata City Council
her
Council.
Planning

member from 1990 to

“The townwillhaveamuch
greater say in what goes on in

members to “make

campaign, he advo-

He anticipated more town

She said her intentions
as a council member

and tolerance
Arcata.

Throughout
campaign, Stewart

Commissioner

urged

seats on the council in early

themselves heard.”

and Bob Ornelas will take their
December.
Stewart, office manager for

are to “keep Arcata a

had 4,100 and Ornelas had

tolivein,” and discuss

Solutions, in Arcata,
and president of Cali-

2,800 — 400 more than Pellatz. Connie Stewart

their problems and

tives to Toxics, sup-

liberal council will not leave
more conservative members

left gout.
feelin
is that

forntans for Alterna-

face as a
willart
Stew

doesaid, will be to update
ae she
council member,

“My hope

ee
the community, which

a
tion of

rs
natur al resources in Arcata.

oi

‘

Stewart said she hopes the

Hanan, manager of

nice, small town that
will be proud

member oferboth the Arcata Recycling

rums and more awarenessraising programs.

in

Center, came out on top with
more than 4,600 votes, Hanan

concerns.
ject
The first bi

hall meetings, more public fo-

cultural diversity

the Northcoast Environmental

Stewart, an HSU alumni, is a
Task Force anda
of Arcata’s

the community,” he said.

1994. Throughout his

community

Connie Stewart, Jennifer Hanan

2

Each candidates supported the adoption

it doesn’t
may

free to connot feeled,
ent
resdoes

of Measure N, the city’s public utility tax, tact me,” she said.

Miles elected judge for
northern Humboldt
By Barta Cotbed
Ww

Arcata resident Marilyn Miles

became a runaway victor in the
Northern Humboldt Municipal

Voter turnout high, ele

Court race.

Miles finished well ahead of at-

torney Joyce Hinrichs and
or Rob
dt
Prosecut
ol
County
Humb
Wade with 49.87 percent of the

By Kotly Weety
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Although only about 51.2 per-

cent of eligible voters cast their
ballot yesterday in Humboldt

County, turnout was considered

a success by many on the North
Coast.
hes
Out of 88,812 registered voters in Humboldt County only

45,430 ballots were cast in
yesterday's election.
Lindsey McWilliams, regis-

She said electing democratic
representatives was the main goal
for activists at the party’s headquarters.
“We can elect democratic rep-

without means of transportation.

out the vote,” she said.

offering rides to polling sites,
passing out candidate and
proposition information and encouraging people to “get out the

resentatives when we can turn

Ohman attributed high voter
turnout to a variety of contributing factors — Humboldt County
being
a “democratic district,” favorable weather conditions and
the various p

and cam-

trar of voters for Humboldt
County, said while examining
various polling precincts, he
noticed that the voter turn out
after 5 p.m., what he called the

paigns the democratic party had

high.
He said “there were lines out
the doors” at many precincts.
Some activists at Democratic
Headquarters estimated that
voter turnout was higher than it
has been in previous years.
“I thought turnout was very
good, and things seemed to run

board of elections, said that

“after-work rush,” seemed to be

smoothly,” said Patty Ohman,

chairwoman for the Humboldt
Democratic Central Committee.
sé
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sponsored.

David
hired by
observe
various

LaRue, a poll watcher
the Republican party to
polling procedures at
precincts and at the

“voter turnout was surprisingly
large,” based on what he had
witnessed.
Throughout election day,
members of several campaigns
and political groups on the North
Coast also encouraged people to
vote by doing everything from
handing out candidate paraphernalia to offering rides to voters
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vote. Hinrichs and Wade received
25.7 and 24.39 percent respectively.
Miles, who is an attorney for
California Indian Legal Services,
said she was glad but not surprised
at the results.
“I’m happy. From what people
have been telling me it wasn’t un-

As part of a class offered at

HSU this fall called Campaigns
and Elections, political science
senior Alison Rubbert sat outside the library circle on campus

Pe

ee

eee

et

ee

be ae

a

ek

system,” Wade said. “They want

to see an efficiently run court that
guarantees serious criminals get
punished.”
With the campaign over, both

give them a fair shot.”
But earlier that evening at a reception for his supporters at the

Hotel Arcata, challenger Rob
had taught
Wade said the campaign
him about the public’s frustration
with the court system.
happy with
“I’ve been generally
the results we've gotten, but I think

de

ee

concern of voters he talked to.
“I’ve learned a lot about what
people want to see from the justice

ally interested in a court that will

the ex-

eee

Wade, a Humboldt County assistant district attorney whois lead
prosecutor in narcotics dealing
cases, said safety was a primary

Miles said, “and people are gener-

‘
tt

those decisions.”

“] think I’m a good listener,”

pressed opinion of voter turnout was considered successful
by those involved in the political
process.

¢
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wonder how juries can arrive at

Miles said she thought voters
responded to her campaign’s
theme of “justice for all.”

Rubbert said.
Overall,

justice system,” Wade said.
“People look at the cases like the
Simpson and Menendez trials and

results were still being tabulated.
“I'll probably rest tomorrow, ride
my horse and finish my cases before taking some time off.”

She said she noticed that most
people just nodded when asked
if they would vote or ifthey knew
where their voting place was, but
said she doubts if many people
actually take an active interest in
politics.
“There’s a lot of apathy,”

ed
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there is disillusionment with the

.” Miles said in a phone
conversation early Wednesday as

vote in Arcata.”
Rubbert said she has volunteered as part of the class in an
internship with the Connie
Stewart for City Council campaign over the past two months.

however,

Meavilys Milles

°

Wade expressed relief at
andes
Mil

being able to return to relatively
normal lives.

“] think I can speak for all three
candidates when I say I’m glad it’s
over,” Wade said.
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ruling was requested. The Fisheries Service will decide whether
to include coho from Northern
California and Oregon in the
threatened listing. next April and
now has until August to decide on
a proposal for endangered status
for five species of steelhead and

many North Coast logging protests, including the large demonstration in Carlotta which sought

to protect Headwaters forest.
Bari plans to stop her activist
activities to spend time with her
daughters at their home in Willits.

Judi Bari, a controversial Earth

First! leader and longtime oppo-

2nd & CSt. Eureka

445-3155

nent of the North Coast timber
industry announced on Friday she
has been diagnosed with breast

—

cancer.

2Street@Northcoast.com

The cancer has spread to her

e
not good,”
liverand “prospectsar
Bari stated.
Bari has been participated in

os>

threatened designation for five

Court decides on
ruling timetable

other fish speciesin northern Cali— Oregon, Washington and

The 9th Circuit U.S. Court of
s that the National
alruled
Appehas
Marine Fisheries Service may take
up toa year before proposing regulations needed to protect endan-

Fire season ends,
-burning season begins

Idaho.

gered or threatened species after a
formal request has been made.
The case stems from the recent

declaration of central California

California Department of For-

estry director Richard Wilson officially declared the fire season

over Sunday, Nov. 3 for most of

coho salmon as threatened, which

took three years from the time a
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Community Clips
© Continued
from page 14
One of the teens is an Arcata

High student.
The Arcata police
With the end of fire season

of the Forest
burns.

The U.S. Department
of Agriculture recently released a report
et
that the Humboldt
economy
is doing surpris-

The report shows the county
added 1,700
jobs between 1993

Freshwater Farms
Celebration Saturday

Sapelo and a fly-by aircraft from
the McKinleyville
Coast Guard Air
Station.

Northcoast
Seed Bank will host the

New place for organic

Native Seed Harvest Celebration
on
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

A large land deal to get the federal government
450 square miles
of land for the new Mojave National Preserve

fall

waste
in Arcata

sic by the Reverend
Joe King, door
prizes, locally grown food, beer and
wine, a plant sale and tours of the

There is now a place for

Arcatans to take their yard clippings and other organic waste.

ties. Freshwater
Farms is located at
5851 Myrtle Ave., north of Eureka. For more information call

442-2490.

and 1995, with 600 of the new

ever, timber industry jobs now
governmen
cannot afford a reasonable
deal on

the land because of the money it
will probably spend on the Head-

The Salvation Army is taking
applications for Christmas assistance through Nov. 22. Applicants
will need to provide a state I.D.
card or drivers license and a social
security card, birth certificates
for
everyone
in your family, proofof

Preschool
wine benefit
to be held Sunday

income for three months and their
latest rent receipt and utility bill
receipts.

Veterans salute will be
at Adorni Center

Two Arcata teenagers
were arrested last week as suspects in the

Woodside Preschools 25rd annual wine-tasting gala will be held
on Sunday at the Eureka Inn from
$ to 6 p.m. Fifteen wineries will be
presentalong with hors d’oeuvres,

mid-summer

door prizes, a silent auction and a

Two teens arrested
for
Arcata High vandalism
and van-

lottery. Proceeds
will go for educational and recreational supplies for
the preschool. For more informa-

Bivd. It is just south of the train

4 p.m. Wednesdaysand Sundays.
Waste dropoff is free when you

tration denies this.

aid given to northern California
as part of the Option 9 forest plan.

Northcoast
Quality Compost has
a new location at 1355 Samoa
tracks on the south side of Samoa
Bivd.
and is open from 10 a.m. to

Saivation Army
assistance offered

jobs in the timber industry.
Howonly account for 8 percent of the
jobs in the county, down from 11
percentin 1983.
The report said that Humboldt
County now produces almost a
third of the lumber in the entire
state of California.
It said the reason for the economic
well being
was the $120 million in economic

several other local bands. Patriotic music, poetry, a cannon salute from the Coast Guard Cutter

Freshwater Farms and the

Report
says Humboldt
economy doing well

Symphonic Band

show a City of Arcata utility bill or
rent receipt showing you live in
Arcata.

Community forest trails
to be repaired Saturday

Cash, Johnny
Clark, Terri
Conner, Joanne

ee

ea

eee
Just
The Seme
Giri Blues

est int Soa

Cutlass, Frankie

And Builenit

bottom of trail No. 18 and should

hing

Participants will meet in Red-

bring boots, gloves and water. For

more information call Arcata’s Environmental Services Department

at 822-8184.

Veterans Day, Monday. The 11
a.m. event will include the Eureka

BT

wood Park by the lodge or at the

p.m.

veterans of Humboldt County is
planned for the Adorni Center on

Bodeans
Breekbest Science

DJ Dieselboy
Drum 8 Base Uh
Electric Blues (With book)
Verious
Enzs0
Enzso
Pullen bobby 8
Ultimate -3 CD Set
Fuller,
Shakedown-Texas
Tapes
Godheads
Rush inside
Green,
lesec & Skalers
Skoolin’ With
Guitars Theat Rule The World
Vol 2
House Attack
House Atteck
Jerreau, Al
Best Of
ae
Horror Show
KKSF 103.7FM Sampler
Aids Relief
LL Cool J
All The Wortd-GH
Luke
GH
en
Ome
noe

Saturday
will be a day for the
community to pitch in to help repair the trails in the Arcata Community forest. The event will occur rain or shine from 10.a.m. to 1

A musical salute to the 14,000

Beavie
& Butthwed
Sleash
Biue Gold

Kokopelti’s Cafe

Salem
tour” F**k cory
Recorings
Overkill
You & Then Some
Peniston,

Before |
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Business
is Business

Rave Bass Tune sce ane

Presidents Of The USA
Tunes

Richie Rich

Seasoned

2

Junkies
Veteran

Seeds

CLUB WESTS SPECIAL EVENTS
WED NOVEMBER 6TH
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of the town for years to come.
The specter of rezoning
Simpson timberland for urban

Simpson looking to each other and
the community
for direction.

At a meeting held Oct. 27, the
committee made preliminary arbility of rezoning Simpson land
of the
east
immediately
McKinleyville area boundary.
Roughly 2,000 acres extends form

the boundary up to the ridge that

separates McKinleyville
Fiieldbrook.

and

The land is currently
in a timber

production zone. The change
would make it an
agri
exclusive zone, which also allows for

logging, but permits less housing
density. The committee
asked that

additional documents and maps
be brought to the next meeting.
Simpson spokespersons said
they are taking input from the community before taking any action,
and that they have no plans to apply for rezoning at this point.
“I¢’s just a rumor that’s been
going around,” said Jackie
Deuschle, a spokeswoman for
Simpson. “Once we have a good
sense of what the community
wishes then we'll go forward.”
Simpson applied for a similar
zoning change in 1994 but with-

drew its application amidst strong

Simpson land hasn't been an of-

could be managed for long-term,

“In our long-term view, it

ings. Bush said that the zoning of

doesn't fit as nicely as other properties we own into an area that

yet, but
ficial topic of discussion

intensive forest management,” he

He said that there are two ways
that makes
to map the boundary
sense, and that “we'll let the
county determine how best to

business,” he said.

that the location of the property
line itself has.

map the thing.”
About the zone change, he said
that “nothing has happened”
since Simpson’s 1994 attempt at
ng,
is some
but that there
rezoni
definite concern that the property does not come out of TPZ.

said.
“But we're not in the real estate
dt
Gary Bird of HumbolCounty

Planning and Building Departmeting with
ment has planned a

Simpson for the week of Nov. 11.

“Once I've got an idea of what
Simpson wants, I’m goingto take
that to the committee and have
them debate it,” Bird said.
He said that at some point the

County Planning Commission
what Simpson wants.

The committee was formed by

Humboldt County in 1991 to

work with both residential and
commercial residents of unincorporated McKinleyville to make
s
owgensure development follthe
eral plan.
He is not sure why Simpson
would want to take the land out of
a TPZ zone classification, unless

they want to sell it.
“Maybe they think it’s more
marketable. My sense is that they
probably feel with the encroaching urban development out on

their property and with all of the

have toemake
going to te
is it
comm

tions that are coming down
now they probably don’t feel like

whether PL has a right to use its

show that it is creating new habi-

and by
and Board of Supervisors,

a 10-year phaseout.
A TPZ allows for one house
every 40 acres, while agricultural
exclusive allows for one house

y
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Headwaters discusse din
By Hoge Seiing
New hearings between envi-

ronmentalists and the federal

habitat conservation plan, also

called the spotted owl management

plan, to justify its operations.
The concern is that logging op-

tats for endangered species over
time, in order to log the property.
Lanman said that PLhas already
destroyed spotted owl habitats,
and since the spotted owl is pro-

day after a temporary restraining
order against Pacific Lumber

erations destroy endangered species habitats on PL properties
“Pacific Lumber has been getting all their timber harvest plans
approved under the spotted owl

monithetor
process through which

Cecelia Lanman of the Environmental Protection Informa-

ee
“We think thatifth
want toey
have
such a plan, they need to do a full
Josh Kaufman ofthe Sierra Club

has yet to be approved.
Lanman stre
thessed
importance

court began in Berkeley Tues-

Co.’s salvage logging was denied
Oct. 22.

tion Center of Garberville said

that one of the main concernsis

nt.”
environme
impact nta
statemel

eract, PL has to
said that undthis

l PLshould
law,
tected under federa

not be able to justify its actions
under the habitat conservation plan

“The overall strategy is to closely

eve
160ry
acres.

&
=
fF
fe
-™-4AD

doesn’t have a productive future
with the company.

will recommend to the Humboldt

ff

proaches Simpson Timber Co.
land will affect the look and feel of

Simpson has assigned one of
its employees, Bernie Bush, to
represent the company at Citizens Advisory Committee meet-

zoning or changing it, but that it’s
not clear whether the committee

a

munity Advisory Committee ap-

He said Simpson's long-term
planning is heavily influenced by

hUhlUlCUR

How the McKinleyville Com-

that conons
and a rumor
reacti
ums
to be built
were going
domini
on the land.

they’re ever going to be able to log
the propertyso that maybe they
watont
sell it.”
want develop“Some
ment to slow down but there are
in the community
other
way it’s been develwho li
..
e seems
h everyon
althougg.
opin
down
slow
to
to think that it needs
somewhat
he ,”
said. _
Bird said that TPZ is a very
difficult zoning to get out of, and
mes
y has to
a compan
that someti
ask the state for assistance. He
said there are two ways to get out
on:
by “immeofa TPZ classificati
h
diate” rezoning throug the
County Planning Commission
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of working in together with

other environmental groups.
“We have been in coalitio
with (other environmental
groups) in a number of years,
working oneverythi
from ng
legs
islative strategie to large nonviolent, legal demonstrations,”
she said.

“We put our resources to-

gether in order
the habitat conservation plan is - ourgoals, but
does not mean
moving,” Kaufman said.
every single
The habitat conservation plan

to try to achieve
working together
thatwe agree on
item,” Lanman

rs |
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example, Earth First feels that its
devia its hat be dsdbo-
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2nd & F STREETS , OLD TOWN, EUREKA

442-1232]
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Wowwtocmion | SeCtION when
The ewvomnena! opie | THE Lumberjack
through the
Kaufman said.

legal

system,”

tions want to extend the already
existing Headwaters agreement,
which protects 7,500 acres of PL’s
land, also to protect the four remaining old-growth groves.

exd

mr) i n es

th

e

_itcamiile,PL enime is | HhOmeless situation
If the weather permits, PL will

coineninererreneeo | On the South Jetty.
Mary Bullwinkel said.
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WELCOME HSU STUDENTS!
Tom Lewis D.DS. and Russel L. Davis
Family Dentistry

Sg

Preventive and Restorative care

Nitrous oxide Available
20% Student discount for initial exam
950 | St.
Arcata, Calif.
822-0525
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THIS FRI-SAT-SUN
-Complete Packages from $259
-Every Deck, Boot, & Binding on Sale
FREE Litt Ticket FREE Tune Up, FREE Hot Wax,

FREE Vitleo with avery snowboard
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10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT
(on all regularly priced merchandise)

Please Present Your Student

I.D. Card

To Receive Discount
Computer Ribbons and Cartridges,
Computer Paper, Diskettes
Binders, Notebooks
Writing Instruments
And All of Your School Supplies

PLUS
Greeting Cards, Picture Frames,
Photo Albums, Social Books,
Stationery, Invitations,
Gift Wrap and Much More.

PLUS |
Copy and Fax Service

ALL
VALUE
OFFICE PRODUCTS

Nyala
of WONTAN

Accounting Systems ¢ |Office Supplies ¢ Business Forms
- 833 H Street, Arcata, California 95521
wr 822-0527 ¢ FAX (707) 822-0546
:
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What is appropriate technology?
Not your car ...

But maybe your bike.

Undeclared freshmen Jessica MacCollem, right, end Broogen Moore, sociel

initiate een,

POPU ARONA
ROR REO NOOO RON,

work sophomore, eajoy the convenience of driving to school everyday.

,
|
:
)

—

e A car emits hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide among other pollutants. Even the most efficient
internal-combustion engines produce 7 pounds of pollutants
a year each.
e Ailments caused or aggravated by emissions include

| chronic bronchitis and emphysema.
Desde

onetdvntnaaaas

¢ Bikes are non-polluting, simple to operate and maintain, |
require little sophisticated machinery to repair and can be |
purchased new for less than $100.
¢ Riding a bike can improve an individual’s health by |
elevating heart rate, aiding in weight management and |

—

building muscles.

SA NARRAAAANED RANA
ARB AABAANA IN
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AIDE

SANE
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CBOE OD

A.T. has practical uses
u:
in everyday life
Mobers lobia

need to do without the ramifications
of our technology.

TUMBERUACK STAFF
ae

“In the overdeveloped countries, we've gone way over

Appropriate technology: Smart, solar and sustainable,
tegen!

Appropriate oo

the

with our technology and we need to put our

in a new reality,” Manetas said.
“We have so much wealth and we're developing things

is nothing new, it’s just basic like pet rocks, hoola hoops and nuclear plants—weneedto

common sense,” said HSU engineerin
professor g
Mike

Manetas. “It’s a concept which deals with sustainable, envi-

ronmentally benign technology that's cost-effective, not just

examine
the real affordability, real costs, social, environ-

mental and cultural, of our technology,” he said.

CCAT is a demonstration house on campus where

students live with working experiments in technologies
appropri
to this geographic
ate
area.

Co-directors at CCAT eat out ofan organic food garden
they tend and then they compost
food scraps to make

mulch.
iy

The house has a greenhouse attached to it which con- _
een

ey

na

A bicycle
is an example of a technology appropriate for _ to keep the heat in.

ier,

aeictilll

in dollars but culturally and socially.”

everyday transportation by millions of people around the © The sun’s energy is captured by solar panels on the roof,

came from

build, repair and operate. It doesn’t

The concept of appropriate technology recognized today
E.F. Schuma
and his book
cher
“Small Is Beauti-

ful.”

:

world. A bicycle is relatively inexpensive and simple to _ converted to energy and stored in batteries for use in the
consume

non-renew-

_ house.

able resources Guat the oil on the chain), it doesn't pollute

These are only a few examples of technologies in place

simple s0 that everyone who uses and builds it understands

on the soil. It alsq promotes good physical health and

human interaction.

“CCAT is the mother lode of project information and

at.

Schumacher wrote that appropriate technology must be theairandwhenused responsibly, doesn’ttreadtooheavily _or in the works at CCAT.
It must be sustainable in the given area it is designed for

and ideally created by community people with available
materials. Finally, the technology
must be environmentally
and socially responsible as well as affordable for users.

Examples of appropriate technologies include anything

SBE

cemtens ie-0n exile of on inappropriate
i

practical examples for local residents on how to implement

_resource-friendly
changes in one’s life,” said Melanie Wil-

Seay doe car is an expensive,
complex piece of ma- _liams, political
science professor.
few people can build or repair.
Another community resource for learning about appro~— consumes non-renewable petroleum products,re- _ priate technology
is Aprovecho Research Institute in Cotquires

substances

antifreeze

Grove, Ore., where a handful of residents “make a

solar powered ruchas cooking snd heating devices devi emits ee
ak degrade sic quality.
“ee
which are wind or pedal-powered
such as energy generators.
Cars promote physical iinactivity of the user and the
and devices that compost food or human waste and turn it tendency for cles 0s be planned enupesl reads inatend of

commitment to communal living, voluntary simplicity
and
an effort at food self-sufficiency,” Williams said.
_ Everyyearstudents
in Williams’ Politics
of Appropriate

into soil usable for producing organic food.

people.

Technology class visit Aprovecho.

tion of suffering in
countries but the concept has expanded
to include the industrialized
world as

muting

well.

propre since 1977. ee

Schumacher’s
book was concerned mainly with allevia- ~ AT, consists
of a small

said.

will
do what they need to do to survive,”
Manetas

role of

countries in alleviating suffering

Poy

Campus

propia

Wit
Center for

wa

of people who are re-

but the fieldis
coon Ghia

Appropriate Technology

A.T. in practice. More importantly
it raises a great many
questions about how one should proceed if one’s goal is

le

tofthe

sak

anap-

mountto

echnology chon called Whole Ear Knginer-

ove sci ges

“The trip is important because it exposes students to

pecceetcsccysccsseccc

ayaa —

movementis

“These questions become real rather than

tent tee ttt tee

@een

+6468

hypothetical

.
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Make your own
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thermal curtains

ee
the sun

Boies \whie

ate all of the energy
used in the house.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Arcata winters are cold,

The

is

Students scramble for ways to keep warm and
hold onto what few dollars they have.

ee
a
house. It contributes

often crawls back out the same windows.

varietyof vegetables. | .

Windows are great for collecting solar heat, | | heat and provides
but once the heat enters and warms the room, it | | growing space for a
One way to minimize this heat loss is by

seal against the window frame.
Thermal curtains can be made easily from

i

ive

materials found at local businesses.

are four com

ts to a thermal
cur-

Dona Puphe, CCAT co-director,
a thonsal curtain.

moistusebarrier, theinauusing b>

7

ric and the materials
used in hanging and attaching
the curtain to the
ow.

Ama
=

0\A\
A
r\ES pee

iF
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Y ) Fig a

-

|

ri se

Here is alist ofmaterials
needed

fe.

yt

ee

bi i

eae

®

sie

a.

trvcemen

to make one 42”x24” curtain,

-

Saal

where to shop and the cost ofeach.
Shop thrift stores and recycling

centers first for best bargains.

° cotton or hemp cover material
from Fabric Temptations or Solutions — about $5.00
e mylar, shower curtain, or other moisture barrier from American Hydroponics or Payless—
$5.00 or less

ee

EEN

-

.00

_

© steel weight bar, screws, pulley cleat from Hensel’s — about $3.50

pip ere teeta e

Co-directors teach while le

® Payless plastic rings pack of ten $3.50

Dy Kelly Cook

are natural resources

junior,

=

TUMBERIACK STAFF

Dana Papke and undeclared senior,

id

‘es

ooden wallmoun

ilor-made

ciate siti

using

wood

stu

Basic Instructions — More detailed instructions are available at CCAT.
1. Cutand pin the cotton, mylar and wool to fit the dimensions of the window. Layer materials

with moisture barrier facing window-side of curtain.
2. Sew the layers together — sew horizontal stitches four inches apart along the length of the
curtain for easy raising and folding into the wall-mount.
3. Sew magnetic tape into sides of curtain, keeping in mind they'll match up with magnetic tape
on the window frame.

Brick a=

Quad:

P'minvolvedinCCAT
about difto learn ity
a great opportun
ofsustainways
and
ferent techniques
able living and to

willingness to leam more about appropriatetechnology,
Mamin Robbins, an interdisciplinary senior, has been a

., that with oth-

co-director at CCAT

e

organic produce from the

/4 and to

projects

in
gardens
turn
theyoutside,
have a but
lot of

Fj to learn more
|] abouteverything

in the CCAT house.
live there rent free
They
and get to eat all of the
seg

have

'] going on here

it a part of
>| make

ran

ere

life.”

everyday

back to lif. And

Solar shower

ing and sculpturwe

— Bring
along the way bridges
learn alittleabout CCAT to the

box—Hot permaculture
de- people. Work
food without the sign, biodynamics with low-income

licized around campusaswellasinthe
community.

projects, keepup the gardens
and work
on pedal-powered projects. They

oven.
sun by helpingto
Wheat grass fix and improve

wait. Learn to
connate
oe

andFrenchinten- familiesand chilsive
‘
dren on garden-

“I’m very concerned about how
humans affect the environment
and

coordinate
meting times
for students
_¢o get together and discuss projects.

ee

own»

the state of the environmental crisis

of the current projects they

create a solarpowered brick
lene

fruitsof
your labor and

cis

33

$

3

create
a pedal-

to
CCAT’s

— Learn
withthe
solar

shower.
_Artprojects—

into a hot box to
keep food hot

Turn trash into without
the stove.
art. Jointhecrew
Veggie and
in creating asun herb gardens —
dial, making mu-

Grant writing

:

—Woetheminto
givingyoumoney.

to acquire

CCAT-like

Nurse
the garden _ projects.

Children’s
en — Get

ike
i

and dirty
the days of
mi ee

to make sure ev

r| my

ay

sldnsign point

Extra sun,
the wood. Help

Urbana

wast

at CCAT rectors last summer. Once pickedasa —_ Other d
a co-director
_ Becom
ing
one year. the CCA
involves alot of hard work, time anda director, the term lasts for becauseit's
tngoutc

] ers,” Fiegener
4 said. “I wanted

from which to hang the curtain, and the pulley cleat to put the cording through.
The curtain will have a long lifetime, reduce energy costs and retain plenty of
CCAT

became di- said.
They bother.
Rob Fiegen

since last Christmas.
_ Allthe co-directors live

4. Use the weight bar to weight the bottom of the curtain down on the window sill.
5. Sew rings in place so that cording may be strung through them. Then mount the wall-board,

5

planning

The co-direc-

runs smoothly, plan all their upcom- _ tors duties are mostly administrative.
ieteaetoieantncaene
They
ize volunteers and class

we're in the midst of,” Robbins said.
are workingon are
build
“CCAT is a great opportunity for + powered battery charger

students to do pro-active
learning to
make changes in our lives and to make
it as a human race in the future.”
Theothertwoco-directorsatCCAT

_asolarpassi

“Our goalisto try and make HSU a

raisers, Kc
teerstowc
the g
keep
_

sid

_ The Lumberfeck

House spawns
appropriate
model for CSU
Cyl

What began as a plan to save an abandoned house has
grown into a nationally-acclaimed
model of energy efficiency.
/
The Campus Center for
iate
Technology began
in 1978, whena few HSU
got the idea to turn Buck
House, the house behind the natural resources building,

into a model of energy-efficient
housing. After
two years of
rebuilding the house, the first three directors of CCAT
moved into the house in 1980.
The house had been used fora variety of
before
itbecame
CCAT. In the early 1970s
it was the headquarters
for the Cluster program, an educational experiment which
assembled
students together and had them take
classes
in the house.
After that program ended, the idea for CCAT was born.
“During the late 1970s there was an energy crisis. There
was a lot of interest to make things more energy-efficient,”
said one of CCAT’s three co-directors, Rob Fiegener, an
undeclared senior.
Marnin Robbins, co-director and interdisciplinary senior, said there has been alot of student and faculty activism
and involvement
since the start of CCAT.
“Right from the beginning CCAT has been student run,
a organized and had a hands-on type of learning,” he
said.
Peter Lehman, HSU professor of engineering, was one
faculty member who became involved with CCAT when he
came
to HSU in 1979.

“The Buck House is a great resource,” he said. “A huge

hile learning
nior,
nior,

e diar.

more sustainable

and to lookat

solid waste management,” Fiegener

amount of work went into resurrecting that house. It was so
bad they were going to tear
it down.”
ing
the house
The first two years were spent
because, “it was a mess,” Lehman said. “It could've
been -

called
a slum.”
Rebuilding the house so that it would be livable was the
primary goal for the first few student and faculty volunteers

said.
Other duties include the up keep of
the CCAT house inside and out, put-

“The first couple of years it was really restricted to a few
students from the engineering and physics departments.
(They) putin tons of work in their spare time and didn’t get
any credit for it,” Robbins said.
Lehman said there were weeds as tall as people in what is

teers to work onall solar systems and up

now the
area.
He said on the first day, “it took us a half hour to just get
the junk in the basement.”

cit’s

t dif-

Wes

meme

eneraee

‘| 6 “As co-direc|] tors we also re-

Fi sponsible
for
=|
painting the out-

_| ganizationstohelp
“run the programs,”
said

Robbins

In order to become a co-director of
CCAT youhaveto
be involved with the
program. You have to have an enthusi-

Once the house was inhabitable, CCAT became funded
through Youth Educational Services, and the first three codirectors moved in.
“It was a club at first. Students would come up and do
things in their spare time,” Robbins said.
constructing solar panels and building the
were
the initial projects tackled by the club.
In the 1980s Robbins said “gardens took off,” and the
focus of CCAT projects moved from energy conservation
to resource conservation. Attempting to become more
self-sustaining, the volunteers planted gardens, built
the graywater marsh system which recycles and cleans
the water used at the house and a rainwater catchment
system which also recycles rain that has fallen on the
house's roof.
Robbins said in the late 80s thermal curtains were

made to conserve heat and CCAT began to offer

classes and workshops for the campus and community.
bo i Na new changes for students involved
wi
‘

See Mistery,
page 22
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What are some of the issues surrounding A.T.?
The issues are the same now as they were for (E.F.)

Schumacher
when he first started talking
about intermediate technology. There is still tremendous poverty in the
world. The quantity of poverty doesn’t go down despite
' the increase in speed of our technology. The human
suffering quotient hasn’t gone down.

There has been a lack of political will. We know that

childrenin the Third World die from preventable disease.
We don’t need a technological breakthrough here.
How can people get more involved in A.T. politics?
Intelligent consumption. Pay attention to what you’re
buying
and why, you really
have to need it. There needs to
beasolidarity movement ofthe folks. It’s hard notto choke

ona grape if you know it’s non-union. It may cost you less
at the market but it comes at the cost of someone else’s
health.
Another important movementis to resist the franchising
of the world. One way to do that is to demand of our
corporations that hey behave ethically and environmen-

tally wherever they do business. It’s incumbent upon us

because people in other parts of the world don’t have the
same opportunity to protest.
INTERVIEW
BY CHRISTINA BEGLEY

Example
of a rocket stove, using

on old con from cooking oll and
scraps
of wood.

The Lexbarjackc

Co-directors

such a small amount of time.”

and past directors,
community
Papke said Giice viata com-

looking at various aspects of the
camp trying to make HSU a

:
the
ese projects,
ght at 7
toni
ing
meet
nal
atio
form

committee who will be the new

the whole country, Robbins said.

Knowing I’m raising awareness

0 make i ¢ plans regardrding

Currently the co-director are

nr

:

Ifanyoneis interested in helping

» Continued from page 21

_ to students in the realm of appro-

“We are also looking at block-

directors.

’

ng
are
ethi
campuses
andsomother

“It has become more than we

“In 1993 students were able to
credit for working at CCAT

or the first time,” Robbins said.
In 1995 the environmental eth-

“I’ve met lots of students that
Robbins said CCAT’s recognition has spread throughout HSU _ have come here (to HSU) because
of CCAT,” he said.
Through the acknowledgment

and into the community. A cams Sustainable
_ pus club knownathe

Campus Task Force began this
ics and technology major wascreated at HSU. Robbins said this _ year, because,as Robbinssaid, itis
awayof“takingtheideasofCCAT
was a directly related to CCAT
and applying them to the wider
andtheinfluenceithashadonthe
community.”
campus and students.
said that HSU was
also s
Robbin
CCAT is now funded by the
noted as “one of the most ecologiAssociated Students and receives
_cally-conscious campuses in the
$8,000 a year to help fundits free
nation,” in a quarterly newsletter
workshops and programs.
say _ put out by anational group known
ThoseinvolvedwithCCAT
as Campus Ecology.
the house has grownintoamodel
Accordingtothedirectors,there
for other colleges interested in creare not many other college camatinga similar center.
“It’s really evolved overtimeto _ puses with a program asextensive
as CCAT.
become what it is now. It usedto

—_
_
_
_

“CCAT is about being right
is an attribute for HSU.
“This (CCAT) is very unique _ here,” he said.

more,” Fiegener said.
Lehman agrees.
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Indirect

from Campus Ecology, CCAT
hopes to help other campuses develop their own center for appropriatetechnology. Evergreen State
College in Washington is making
plans for a CCAT and California
Polytechnic University in Pomona
isalso thinking about using a build_ing for appropriate technology.
Robbins said he feels the administration at HSU has begun to understand how important alternative and appropriate technology
_is. He said CCAT belongs as an
on-campus resource for all to uti-

Robbins and Fiegener said this _ lize.

be a club, but it’s become much

;

said.

envious of,” Fi

could have hoped for,” he said.
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- ‘Drums of passion’
Pioneer African drummer to play
numerous Broadway and Hollywood produc-

fy Metoes foleson

om

TUMBERIACK STAFF

tions.
;

abatunde Olatunji is more than just
a master drummer — he is a pio

neer.
Olatunji, one of the first
to bring African musicto

himedidliciee, otbpsitsteliPides aie Ven tener
Theatre.
His success started in the 1950's with
his first hit album “Drums of Passion;

The Beat,” which led Olatunji to im-

mediate, world renowned recognition,

, his appearance on television and his
* performance at the 1964 New York
World’s Fair.

e

Drums of Passion, which featured
musician Carlos Santana and Brazilian
) ionist Airto Moreira, wass called

Olatunji’s second album, “Drums of Passion: The Invocation,” produced by Hart and
Moreira, features 11 percussionists and seven
vocalists and has proven to be as big ofa hit as
his first album.
“It’s immense sound scalds till you can feel

the humidity coming out of hema: ” stated

a review in Musician magazine. (I’m not sure
about this)
. The drum master’s most recent work is featured in Hart's latest series of recordings, “The

World.”
“Rhythm is the soul of life. Everything and
every human action revolves in rhythm,”
Olatunji stated in a press release.
Bt the 1950s, Olatunji has led the way for
the
reAfrican musicians that have followed in"his

, } “the ultimate
world beat album” when
4

it was first released in 1959.
Since Drums of Passion, Olatunji
has

played with people suchas Mickey Hart,
Grateful Dead percussionist, and com-

~

for director Spike Lee in his film

Olatunji came to America from Nigeria and
attended Morehouse College in Atlanta and

the New York University Graduate School.
His “dedication
to the preservation
and com-

munication of African culture” brought

“She’s Gotta Have It,” in addition to

See Drums, page 27

s and culture
Dancing on 2 Left Feet Root
The message of Jah
;

Cartstias
© Tressdale

Jennifer Berry | By Rick lethem
dences
of lest |

Hansel and Gretel may have escaped the

TUMBERIACK STAFF

years show.
True Rastafarian culture comes to
Arcatatomorrow nightas International

cannibalistic witch when they were chil-

dren, but as adults they drown their sorrows
in alcohol.
The “Hansel and Gretel” adaptation will

reggae artists Jah Levi and the Higher
Reasoning bring musical messages of

love, unity and survival.
The Higher Reasoning, Long Beach/

be part of the 2 Left Feet Dance Project,

presented by the Dancenter. This is
the eighth-in the series by 2 Left
Feet.
will be four evenings of
through Saturday at 8:30 and Sunday at 2 p.m.
The Dancenter is in the Old
Creamery Building at Ninth
and L streets. Thursday's performance is a fund raiser for
the Dancenter’s
Theatre Fund.
Bonnie Hossack, choreographer of
“Hansel
and Gretel” , describes Hansel and
Gretel as “old peo ple ini Berlin, not happy
with their lives. its sibling rivalry, pushing

See left feet,
pane 27

m\,

Jamaica natives Tribal Style and
Humboldt County musicians Upful

are scheduled to rip up Reggae
Livin’
at the Celebration, a benefit con-

i -@

mboldt State’s Stu-

certts forforHuSustainable Developden

er

5

ment. The concert, which is at

the Celebration Hall on 16th and L
streets, starts at 6 p.m.

The Higher Reasoning are world class

musiciansand have been touring together
since 1986. Jah Levi has delivered his

See Jah, page28
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Campus concert ‘one to check out’

Six campus groups to play Scholarship Benefit

show
info

students play to directly benefit other students,” he said.

eight
One of the featured groups is The Mad River Transit Singers, an
3
member vocal ensemble led by music professor Harley Muilenberg.
he
“We sing ballads, swing, waltzes and New York style vocal arrangements,
said. “We try to develop a performance ability for a variety of styles.
Muilenberg said he is a strong supporter of the scholarship program and

By Peter Sciacca
TUMBERUACK STAFF

Stir together six campus bands in one concert and what do you get? — A

@
The
music department

Scholar-

ship Benefit

considers this concert an opprtunity for enticing people to attend future campus

flavorful soup of eclectic music styles called the’ Scholarship Benefit Concert: ~... group concerts.

Concert

1”

Saturdayat

~<@ The concert givesusa chance to have people hear us that normaly wouldn’t,
that eats like a meal.
eN
RASA
he said. “We're going to try to knock their socks off.”
- The featured groups include the Humboldt‘Symphony, Calypso Band,
Symphonic Band, P.M. Jazz Big Band and Mad River Transit Singers,
°° /’ The Mad River Transit Singers performance will include the song “Stolen
tto heara wide varietyof styles,” said. Moments.”
“People attending the concert
can ex
music professor Ken Ayoob, who has coordinated the benefit for the past three... < “This song was made famous by jazz singer Mark Murphy,” Muilenberg said.
years. “We've got entiphinal saxophones up in the balcony, atrombone quartet, »: “Ithas been performed by many jazz combos. The main theme of ‘Stolen
the Big Band which will play hits from the 30s, the orchestra playingsome . Moments’ is love.”
Russian Orthodox Christmas music, the Calypso Band and a jazz trio playi Ng
This. concert is ideal for the person who hasn’t seen any campus groups
: . ‘\\perform, according to Gil Kline, leader of the P.M. Jazz Big Band.
in the lobby.”
has not gone to a concert on campus yet, this is the one to check
He said there were two reasons for the variety of groups playing.
\S ‘If someone
;
“It’s a showcase for the music department so that people who don’t know. “out,” Kline said.
what we’re about and don’t havean idea of what
a wide variety of groups we have ‘Kline described his band as having a lot in common with certain fine automobiless. “<>.
can come here. It’s kind of like a sampler,” he said. “Secondly, it broadens our
“Itis powerful like a Dodge Viper, smooth and velvety like a Rolls Royce and
audience. You might come because you wanted to support the students and see
nimble and fleet like a Mazda Miata,” he said. “We can also sound like a smaller
the Calypso Band, and while you're there you might see the symphonic band
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Featuring Manachi

Fast-paced thriller about the disap

Band member,

Ticket Office and at
the door.

Sanfrancisco

Marcus

ee

University

It’s like six concerts for the price of one.”

Tee

Marsalis

BW Tickets
are available at the
Works,
New Outdoor Store,

perform,” he said, “You get to see the best of what they’re (each band is) doing.

TER SLIN
LUD Ran Uae
A TORETE

Cd

and

seniors.

“The best thing is you get to see all the groups in the music department

ares

a former Wynton

dents

SAN
“Louisiana” =
“The version we're doing, was created by.a big band from Canada,” he said.
“It’s straight ahead and burns from beginning to end.”
Kline said he likes doing the Scholarship Benefit Concert because of the
“fj
~
variety.

Roberts Trio
Roberts.

general
and $4 stu-

One of the songs Kline’s band will perform is an American standard called

THEATER

ae

7

W Tickets
ore
$7

~ band such a8 Charlie Parker’s.”-_

Ayoob said the concert is designed to show people from an instrumental
standpoint what kinds of things the music department does.
“All of the money from this concert goes directly into scholarships,” he said.
“It’s sort of a rare thing where students performing can see that money, in
tangible ways, go back to our music majors in the form of scholarships.”
Ayoob said since the music department started doing the Scholarship Benefit
Concert 11 years ago, some $12,000 has been raised towards scholarships.
“This is the one time of the year where as many of the groups as possible can
get together in one concert to showcase themselves to the community and have

at

p.m.

~

and say, ‘wow, that’s a sound I haven’t heard before.”
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Don't let those chakras get cl ogged

Sauisiloy at
8 p.m.
@

Nov.

13 through
Nov. 16 at
8 p.m.

fix-it man, Dean, played by Arcata resi-

taught by Louise Williams, who died
of cancer last year. He brought the play

Sasha,
is o
nt
mix of things
the di
Adde
by
ed
portray
Troy’s mother. Sasha,
theatre graduate student Kristy
Hotchkiss, is leery of Troy’s romantic

endeavors involving Chloe. Ironically,
the new-age, tarot card reading mother
has doubts about her son taking
and plunging into a relation—
p.

to a more complete version last spring
in Professor Bob Everding’s dramatic
In Everding’s class each student was
required to writea full-length play. Students in the class would read and critique scripts as they progressed.
Ceraulo credits these experiences as
valuable in the development of

“Clogged

Chakras

and

Broken

Hearts.”
He then submitted the play for pro-

duction to the theatre arts department

and it was accepted. Ceraulo asked
atre arts graduate student Michael ' Everding to direct and he jumped at
the chance.
Thomas, becomes romantically en-

j
:

j

selection of films that
We feature a unique
anywhere else, in addition to.

you won't find

ry
hits...
a complete selection of contempora

AL DGG . JON Wad . SONA UU

(x

40 INO +P eueL , Uepuedepu}, UBiIe104

Troy’s friend Augie, played by the-

Breaking out of conventional modes
and taking chances in life, according to
Ceraulo, isan overall theme ofthe play.
“It’s easy to stand pat with security in

Everding said. “The design reflects a
world of dry rot.”
Ceraulo cleverly uses many symbolic
images to show this fragile world while
powerful healing symeT

Is.
A recycling station where Troy and

life,” he said. “But sometimes you have

to take chances. It could be dangerous
and it sometimes can break your heart,
but you can also discover other people
when taking risks.”
The set, designed by theatre arts

graduate student Bill Cody, is con-

structed of wood and is filled with ob-

scure angles. It includes a roof, jagged
floor edges and suspended doorway
entrances not secured to the floor. Accompanied with soft lighting effects,

Augie work shows how life can be renewed. A wobbly table, a roof top and
Augie’s bum hip express the fragile
state of the human condition. A goldfish named Gandhi lends a mood of
spirituality to the play. Sasha’s use of

tarot cards gives some hope to the characters.

Everding said a theme that seems to
encapsulate this show is expressed in
Troy’s line about “squaring the power
of love.”

supplied by theatre arts senior Dave
Atkinson, the world of the play is dan-

666666060

66666666

J
es

mate for Chloe than Troy but she questions her happiness with him. Troy
makes her feel and think about things
she'd never experienced before.

has a lot of charm.”

fl

es

dent Paul Spencer, is a more stable

HSU play development workshop

(Fo

Apartment manager and all around

6:

dent, began work on the script in an

ro

Eg

secure partner, Dean.

eo oy

Ceraulo,an Extended Education stu-
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full-length play filled with intriguing

symbolism.

TAPES

THE METRO HAS IT ALL
IN THE AREA
“LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW CDs charge
AL
S - no extra
ORDERCI
*SPE
CE
SERVI
NDLY
“FRIE
“TERRIFIC SELECTION OFUSEDUSEDCDs CDs
*BUY, SELL, TRADE
“TICKETS AVAILABLE FOR MOST LOCAL SHOWS

am

&

COMPUTERIZED
MUSIC LOOK-UP

THE METRO CDs & TAPES
868 G STREET
ON THE PLAZA * ARCATA
822-9016 * OPEN EVERY DAY
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veloped “Clogged Chakras ...” into a

lifeteon
Augie (Mickeel Thomes}, Chios (Aleta Ash) and Troy (Brien Trvax) comtompla
a rooftop la “Clogged Chekres ond Broken Hearts,” ot the Gist Hall Theatre.
“He
in a number of scripts gerous and fragile.
“Our design team took the script
that were good,” Everding said. “Al’sa
and
explored its possibilities.”
very talented playwright
and this script

&

and many re-writes, Ceraulo has de-

DAVE PERRYVPRODUCTION MANAGER

BS

an English literature/theatre arts junior, and his love affair with the reluctant Chloe.
Chloe, played by theatre arts senior
Aleta Ash, can’t decide between giving
Troy achance or staying with her more

@ Tickets
forWednes-

more positive.
That was back in the fall of 1995.
Since then, by way oftwo HSU classes

66
666
6666066666
a
ee

~
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=
delet,

sence

ont

day
and
Thursday
shows

are

$2 for students

and

seniors.

@ All the
rest of the
shows ore

$3.50

for

students and
seniors.

@

Gen-

eral admission is $6.
@ Tickets
are available at the
Center Arts
Ticket office
in Nelson
Hall.

ome.
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When a tree falls...

RatDog, Zero to headline Forest Aid
helped organize
the show, which will
benefit the Trees Foundation, an um-

By Dovid Peny

PRODUCTION MANAGER

Music and social protest have always seemed to go hand in hand.
“Musicisa
sugar coating ona truth
pill,” said Darryl Cherney, a veteran

environmental activist and protest
songwriter who
lives near
Garberville.
Cherney will open Saturday’s For-

est Aid Concert. The show also features
, with Bob Weir and
Rob Wasserman, Zero and Alice

DiMicele.

Along with the Trees Foundation

and Bill Graham Presents, Cherney

Portions of the proceeds will also go
to the Northcoast Environmental Center in Arcata.
The event comes on the heels of “If
a Tree Falls,” released in September

by EarthBeat! Records out
The compilation record features Dan
F

Hank Williams, Jr., Zero,

Jello Biafra, Alice DiMicele and

Cherney, among others.
The album, co-produced

by

Cheney and Lieb Ostrow, CEO of
EarthBeat! , sparked in Chemey’s mind
the idea of taking the cause on the road.

“While

the album I

deliberately
had intentions ofincluding a companion
series of concerts
Darryl Cherney

to promote awareness
for the cause,”
Chemey said in a telephone interCherney said for the album they
looked
for artists who
might
be interested in
ing shows that benefit forest
conservation, particularly
He spoke with Bob
Barsottiof Bill Graham

Presents at the Hog
Farm Concertand
ex-

pressed his idea for
a series of benefit

shows.
This connection,
due to Bill Graham

Presents’ long-standing relationship with
the Guate Dead and

PHOTO BY SCOTT CHERNIS
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will bonefit the Treas Foundation la Radway.
Bob Weir,
has led to acquiring RatDog
as headliners
for this week's Forest Aid
Concert.
Featuring
Weir on guitar and vocals
and Grammy Award winning bassist

Rob Wasserman, RatDog mixes clas-

sic blues standards with music taken

from Weir's extensive repertoire —
many tunes of which were popularized

by the Grateful Dead.
The band also includes: harmonica

player Matthew Kelly of T-Bone
Walker and Kingfish fame; Bay Area
drummer Jay Lane, formerly of the
Freaky Executives and the Uptones;

and legendary keyboardist Johnnie
Johnson, who played on many of Chuck

Berry’s greatest hits.
The San Francisco-based Zero,

who’s new song “The Devil in the

Trees,” co-written by longtime Dead

lyricist Robert Hunter, will bring its
energy-packed psychedelic
blues to the

the: Metro
ond
the.

show

Folk artist Alice DiMicele plays

North
Coast Environmental

acoustic music with themes based in
environmental healing. The singerhas shared billings
with art0 ngwriter
ists such as Michelle Shocked, Richie

Center.

Havens, Ani DiFranco and David

@
Advanced tick-

Chermey blends folk, county-western and folk-rock to express his concerns for environmental woes.

His

music is filled with sarcasm and irony
in songs with titles like “You Can’t
Clearcut Your Way to Heaven.”
“It’s not as effective when you tell
people about things that are important
like saving the forests,” Cherney said.
“But if it is sung, hearts are more open
to your message.”

ets
.

priced at
$18
for students and
$20
general admis-

sion. Tickets
at the door
are $25.

AG aS Re CREE RRB anda
Premium Local Ice Cream

Handcrafted in small batches
A full line of Sorbets, Sherberts,

Non-fat Yogurt.
Located in Jacoby's Storehouse
Since

0

e Cakes

on the Plaza

1898

¢ Pies

¢ Novelties

(707) 822-6388

E-6 Slide Processing

518 Henderson,
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Eureka: 442-9293
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‘Out of the frying
Play takes humorous
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pan,’ but not in the fire
ook at rural American history
@

Free

performances run

For the second year Dell’Arte peer its most popular comedic performance, “Out of the
2
”
Frying Pan, Part Two: Further
based on the history of rural America through the use of
“Out ofThe Frying Pan” is a co
a diversity of ethnic foods — a feast that somewhat represents the “melting pot” idea of America.

Nov.

11

through

Nov.
30 in
Dec.
15

“Last year audiences liked the performance so much that we decided to present our latest
rendition for the Holiday Tour,” said Peter Buckley » Dell’ Arte school administrator.

through

This year’s performers include Dell’Arte students David Ferney, Rudi Galindo and Kathleen
Cornish, directed by Michael Fields.
_
“Last year we had about 4,500 people watch the Holiday Tour and we expect more people this

Dec. 25.
a

year. The tour has been so successful that we've had offers to perform in the Bay Area,” Buckley

For

more

said.
The Dell’Arte Holiday Tourisa series of free performances, sponsored by local businesses that
shows the community the history of Humboldt County.
The Holiday Tour is also a canned food benefit.
People can bring in a canned food donation instead of paying for the performance.

infor-

mation

about tickets
for the benefit and the
locations for

The premiere of “Out ofThe Frying Pan” will be held at the Gala Champagne Benefit, Friday,

_the free per-

Nov. 8.

formances
contact
Dell’Arte at
668-5663.

Tickets are $10 and will help to continue the renovation of the historic Dell’Arte building in
Blue Lake.
Rudi Galindo.

Kathleen Cornish
PHOTOS COURTESY OF BEV HANDY
PHOTO ILLUSTRATIONS BY HEATHER PARKE

Drums

Left feet

» Contiaved
from page 73
Olatunji to establish the Olatunji Center of African Culture in the
heart of Harlem, as stated in a press release.
Olatunji has opened a center in Washington, D.C., co-written a
book called African Musical Instruments, which describes the origin

and development ofinstruments indigenous to Africa, and has formed
the “Voices of Africa” foundation, a project that sponsors various
African musicians.
Babatunde Olatunji and his Drums of Passion will perform this
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Van Duzer Theater.
Tickets are $20 general, $15 for students and seniors, and can be
purchased at The Works, the New Outdoor Store, the Metro and the

* Coutiewed from page 23

other local choreographers as well
as the “Shaken Not Stirred” dance
group, which will perform Persian
dancing.
“The show will be quite eclectic
and energetic,” Hossack said.
The 2 Left Feet Dance Project
has grown from its “stumbling”
beginnings four years ago. Hossack
started the project to give local
dancers and choreographers an

and pulling until they come to an
understanding.”
Hossack also choreographs
“Roundabout,” which is set to

The Bobs’ (a San Fransisco band)
version of the Beatles’ song,

“Helter Skelter.”
“Roundabout is fun, fast and
frenetic,” Hossack said.

The show will also feature nine

outlet for their talents. Hossack
named the project 2 Left Feet
because she felt that in the beginning, she was stumbling
through the steps of organizing
the project. The project performs a show each summer and
fall.
“I think it’s amazing. We've

gotten to where we’re bringing
artists from out of the area.”
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PRICE

SHNOpping

$3.99
Center

Chinese Medicine
Oriental Foods
Batik Clothing & Fabrics
Jewelry .
Gifts for the Home

@ Chinese Painting Supplies
219 2nd Street * Old Town ¢ Eureka
(707) 444-2774 * OPEN 7 DAYS

Jah Levi: music with a message
“Our shows are a place where

»Coninved
trom ange 73

people can come feel comfortable,

message to millions of people
worldwide through live
mances, recordings and radio

broadcasts in more than 72 na-

tions during the last 20 years.

Levi, who holds advanced demusic, spirituality and the mes-

sage of his music, which he terms
*on

eo

li

ti
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pray and give thanks with everyfeel that the
d.
oneelse,” he sai“We

nameof God is not important, but

what’s important is coming to-

the samegcregetheandr pratoyin
ator, and that is the focus of our
music.”

Levi said he enjoys playing in

front ofa younger crowd and actually prefers to do community

“We love playing for students

e

music.”
—
“We love reggae music because

and young people because they are
more receptive to our philosophy

ofour music,” he
it is music with a message and has ° andthe
said. “With people struggling to
deep spiritual meaning,” Levi said
find the right way in life, we want to
ina phone conversation
from Long

bring messages of love, unity and

service to bring people closer to
God with whatever faith or religion they wish.”

BIG PROGRESSIVE JACKPOTS,
NICKLES
TO DOLLAR MACHINES

Levi likes to think of the Higher
Reasoning
concerts as being “like
houses
of prayer.”

DEL DINER OPENS DALY @ 11AM

S
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11 S-We
em(24hour)-Sun.20em
d.
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survival and to have positive effects on those who come to see us.”
Bringing their sound to
Humboldt County for the first
time, the members of Tribal Style

are excited about the opportunity
to perform on new turf.
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Style’s sound as hard-core, roots

reggae with a touch of jazz.

“We like playing our music live

in front of
messages

people and spreading
and posi-

people in the audience are an important part of our shows and we
try our bestto keepup the positive
feelings. We feel our live shows
have a great sense of freedom.”
Upful Livin’ represent the
Humboldt reggae scene and opening music will be provided by Dub
Vision HiFi. Tickets are $8 in advance and $10 at the door.

Wednesday

50¢ progressive
10 beers on tap!

Visco
Ws
Sart
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nci

wih Angel$1.00

eT

something like this. We're getting
all hyped up.”
Tomlinson classifies Tribal

Vena
$1.00 Night!

THE

we don’t usually have time for

at the door.

Al
IN

trip because it’s going to give us a
chance to get out of the city and
spread our music to new people,”
said Jon Tomlinson of Tribal Style,
which is based out ofLong beach. “We all work and go to school so

: s Tomorrow at Celebration Hall on 16th and L streets. Show starts at 6 p.m..
@ Tickets are $8 in advance and $10

SCENTERMR

“We are looking forward to this

Live

Trav oka

cover

Frida

/2 Liters
of Margaritas, Alabama Slammers |
& Purple Hooters
Saturday

Late Night Happy Hour |
865 9th st
Noone under 21!

Arcata

Please
don’t drink & drive
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Harriers make history, sweep NCAC titles
a te

Luke Roundy

place (25:15) and freshman
Tim
Miller finished a breakthrough
race

CHICO— There
are two sides
ee
ve

have a pictureof an ax.

The underdog

women’s

followed in sixth

men’s

cross country

and
teams

stunned UC Davis on Saturdayat
the Northern California Athletic,
Conference championships at
Bidwell
Park in Chico,

in seventh
place (25:30).

“The most
race came
out of Tim
* said Coach
Dave, Wells, who eumed NCAC
Coach of the Year honors for both
men and women. “You can’t dis-

count anyone, but Tim definitely
ran superior
to expectations.”

Wells said he was hesitant to

the first double victory in
history. The women’s triumph
cade 15-yearwinnng wre by

celebrate immediately after the

The men’s team squeaked by
the Aggies, 42-44, for the title.

said. “It was so close I didn’t want

the Aggies.

Chico State was third with 74

points
Mark McManus of UC Davis
won the race in a course-record
time of 24 minutes, 43 seconds

over the eight-kilometer (approxi-

mately five-mile) course, but senior Cisco Rubalcava led a Lum-

pack with his fourth-place
finish in 25:07. Only 41 seconds
the first and fifth-place
finishers for the ‘Jacks as senior

race.
“The odds were relatively
small

that we were going to win,” he
to react too

positively

until I saw

thescore.
There's alwaysadelayed
reaction
on the jubilation.”

It wasn Slane lies Wells had

another
chance to celebrate.
The women’s
race looked to be

going Davis’ way when the Aggies’
Sarah Dickerman took over the
lead after the mile mark, with team-

MATT KRUPNICK/ SPORTS EDITOR

Members of the cross country team celebrate after their win at Saturday's conference championships. From left are

mate Kirsten Kabo running in second place.

Richord Roybal, Fergus Brock, Ethan Schafer, Marc Dube, Wayne Vander Mehden, Cisco Rubalcava, Luke Roundy, Ryan
Miller, The top seven runners will compete Saturday at the Western Region meet.
and Timer
Emonak

Seo Chanopions,
page 21

"Jacks set to become best in the West
referring to Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo’s reputation of choking in

by ithe Drwpaiek:
SPORTS EDITOR

to go for it.”
The Jacks men will also have to
deal with UC Davis, which is
ranked third in the region.
“We have to have everybody focusonrunning their best individual

‘Tisveaa hace neuecamaited
for the national championshipsin
the same year, but are favored to
doo Saturday atthe NCAA West-

ern Region

men’s and women’s races will
qualify for the national championships, to be held Nov. 23 at Beau

ay
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team heads to U.C. Davis Saturday for the first round of the

NCAA Division Il playofs The

game against the Aggies starts at
1 p.m.

The team, which tied and lost

to Davis last month, is one of

) only 12 teams in the nation bat-

ting in| the single elimination

championships,” he said. “It’s go-

ing to come down to the guys hav- :

region and the men’s team ranked

meet is more important than na-

ing the race of their lives. I feel this

second behind Cal Poly Pomona.
Head Coach Dave Wells said
is unique.
each team’s situation
“We'll kind of have layers of
goals,” he said. “The bottom-line
goal is to make sure we qualify for
the national championshi
sasge yal
Wells said the men will have a
tough time beating Cal Poly
Pomona, but a ene
|is
not out of the

nh

cee

i

.

A

’

exciting,” she said. “[ didn’t get

the news until late Monday. I

just feel great that the team has
another chance to go to Davis.”

have never finished first in the reion.

Over the weekend, however,
Benson wasn’t too i
a

“I’m going to go into it thinking

many teams can win,” Wells said.
e
dark horses,
“Thereareaofcoupl

about her team’s pla
oan
“I told the team
I didn’t

See Waal,
page 32

she said. “I
our tough conference and schedule
get
us selected to the
2

but the chances are the three favored teams will advance.”
UC Davis is ranked second in

ae
eh

days could have been any more

ane title. The HSU women

aeeeesaas

ee

championship tournament.
Heed Coach Kim Benson is
happy her team has another
chanceto play Davis.

“I dost think the past few

tionals.”
The women will face a new role
win the
Saturday as the favortoites

, seen
take a dive
orein
cal Cal Poly,meet,”
he said,

°. 4
es

ence victories
last weekend, the

Pre * Golf Course. Polls show the

a¢

ee

Coming off two non-confer-

harder (than at the conference

women’s team ranked first in the

alee ee ae

appearance.

portant race of the year.
“We're going to have to race

The top three teams in both the

4

headed to an NCAA playoff

race.”
Senior Cisco Rubalcava, the top
runner for the ‘Jacks this season,
said the team has to regard
Saturday’s meet as the most im-

at Beau

against HSU.

we

tercollegiate competition, the
HSU women’s soccer team is

erybody running a good solid

Nearly 20 schools from Hawaii and
Alaska to Montana will compete

apnea

In only its second year of in-

race,” Wells said. “We need ev-

Pre Golf Course in McKinleyville.
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LUMBERJACK STAFF

nee there for the win, we're going

conference victory in school history last Saturday, the men’s and
women’s cross country teams will
attempt to make history again

* 9.0.8 4.4, * 0.8.

Dy Rick Lathom

pressure situations. “If the open-

After winning the first double

The women’s croes country toom hopes toe able to celebrate Seterdey ost did
olter (ent week's comlarence cxapionships.

"Jacks picked
for NCAA spot
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Women’s athlete of the week
Karyn Williams, volleyball
Year: Sophomore
Major: Liberal studies
Hometown: San Jose
Williams accumulated
25 kills, 16 digs and six

blocks to

the *Jacks last weekend. She was 25 for 44 with just five

errors cece

455. She also had two aces.

Tim Miller, cross aeueiy
Year: Freshman
Major: Forestry
Hometown: Denver
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Get

placing seventh to make the difference in the ‘Jacks’ upset victory over

up, Vince!

KEITH SHEFFIELD / LUMBERIACK STAFF

Vince Zinselmeir goes up for a layup during Saturday's Green and Gold

i

scrimmage. The ‘Jacks begin the season ot home Friday against Race

Express
af 6 p.m

Apple Slashes Prices for Higher Ed!
WAS

5400

PowerMac

5400/120 Mhz CD 16/1600 (usis4u)

:

NOW

Save

$1,719

2|

Macintosh

:

Performa 6400/ 180

PowerMac 7200
7200/120 Mhz CD 16/1.2 4462811/8)

$1,485

PowerMac 7200 PC Compatible
7200/120
Mhz PC Comp CD 16/1.2 0as443ua)

$2,139

7600/132
Mhz CD 16/1.2 (us346u/)

$2,139

PowerMac 7600
PowerMac 8500

8500/150 Mhz CD 16/1.2 153471)

$2,829

8500/180 Mhz CD 32/2 45349118)

$3,479

PowerMac 9500

:

9500/200 Mhz CD 32/2 «s397LUa)

| : --9500/180 Mhz (MP) CD 32/2 cusssoi.ay
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ae
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7:45am
- 6:

ae00pm
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$3,939

$4,879
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Sl Us naunactusiehechionice

4a
‘ Internal 1.6GB
&G IDE hard disk drive
3 466 r

Only

$ 1 ; 849

Prices are for HSU Students, Staff, and Faculty only. Proof of enrollment or employment is required. Wems may be subject wo availability from manufacturer. The computer
industry is fast paced and changes occur daily. As a result, the HSU Bookstore cannot be held responsible for any change in price, or updates 10 product lines, after the
merchandise
has been purchased. All items are not necessarily carried as regular stock and may require special ordering. Therefore, all sales are final; no refunds. Prices
wt any time,
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will travel to College
of Notre
Dame
on Friday.
Wg

of Notre
their

J

cielan ichontiotnctstatches

t San Francisco State,
—
State and Hayward

© Looks like the HSU foot-

Men’s soccer loses
on final
road trip

ball team stepped into a mine

on gambling charges. In other

field, Colorado-style.

news, Pete Rose has

¢ It’s something
about those
Orediggers; first Montana

Tech, now School of Mines.

¢ Obscure college football

score of the week: E

$1,

Graceland
24. Elvis has left the
field.
¢ The New Orleans Saints
now like noodles better than
Rice.
¢ Is American distance run-

ning at a low point? The first
American finisher in Sunday’s
New York Marathon was 25th

place.
In the “news that everyone
can use” category, the CUNY
Athletic Conference named
kas eeenonrens ene

"> rm tpronoed with that
Houston Rocket
The team scored 75

down as the Boston
athletic director.
¢ Terry Collins has been

named manager
of the California Angels. I can see why after
all his success with the Houston Astros.
¢ The “Warm and Fuzzy

Feeling” Award goes to the
HSU women’s
soccer team for

Finishing their final road trip
of the season, the men’s soccer
team
lost to UC Davis, 2-1, on

Women’s soccer
finishes strong

Thursday and to College of
Notre Dame, 3-2, on Seleeder.

The women’s soccer team

defeated Western Baptist 2-0
on Saturday and then defeated

Concordia College on Sunday
to
oe up the
season.

earning a postseason
berth in
ener

The ‘Jacks (10-3-5, 5-2-3) finished second in the conference
behind UC Davis.

5 ° i stunned. What went
wrong with Ken Griffey’s presidential campaign?

Volleyball rebounds
with impressive win

¢ The “Oh So Gracious in

Defeat” Award goes to the UC

Davis runners who refused to

shake the hands of HSU cross
runners after losing at
Saturday’s conference champi-

¢ I don’t
see Rony
filling the hole left by the de-

parture
of Shaquille O’Nealin

Orlando anytime soon.

The volleyball
team, afterlosing to nationally ranked UC

Davis
last Friday, 12-15, 8-15,

The Jacks (9-8-1, 6-5-1) wil
finish their season at home this
weekend against Stanislaus
State on Friday and Hayward
Stateon Sunday.
~*

Turnovers costly as
football loses
Committing
four turnovers in
Saturday’s game, the football

team lost 16-6 to the Colorado
School of Mines.

The non-conference
e
found the ‘Jacks (3-5, 1-2) un-

9-15, rebounded to defeat

able to stop the oe

Chico on Saturday.
Williams had 15 kills
to help the ‘Jacks beat Chico,

ture the Ax from the Wildcats

15-9, 15-3, 17-15.

After

ing

last weekend

from the
The ‘Jackswi

attack

try to recap-

when they face Chico State Sat-

urday at 7 p.m. in the Redwood

at home, the ‘Jacks (11-9, 3-6)

© Continved
from page 29
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(Dickerman
and Kabo) kept do

tha, we were going aloe,” Well

"Tui

the Jacks had other

plans. Melody Haas sprinted by
Kabo about 50 meters from the
finish line to place second behind

Dickerman.
A close finish was guaranteed when HSU’s Leia
Giambastiani slipped past another
UC Davis runner in the last 100
meters.

“The kicks are what it came
down to,” Wells said. “That's not

what Leia’s known for —
her big kick.”
The last-minute sprints led the

*Jacks to a 30-36 edge over the
Aggies Chico State finished third
ith 74 points.
Haasran the five-kilometer(3.1mile) course in 18:12, 15 seconds
behind Dickerman’s course-record
effort. Also
earnig all-conference
honors for the ‘Jacks were
Courtney Cannizzaro in fourth
place (18:16), Natalie Lupica in
fifth place (18:42)
and Shelly Niro
in seventh place (18:55).
Wells said he wasn’t sure the UC
— winning streak would ever
“I thought Davis had a hex on
the rest of the league,” he said.
“This year, finally the voodoo is
Rubalcava said the team members knew what to do to win.
“It was a great surprise to see
both teams win,” he said. “Everybody did their part.”

PHYSICAL THERAPY
for all movement problems

e Exercise Instruction and Modification

e Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation
© Biofeed/EMG Posture and Body Mechanics
Training « Back and Neck Injury
Schools ¢ Pool/Aquatic Therapy

¢ Work Conditioning « Home Health
¢ Pain Control Modalities

Voted #1 Sports Bar On The North
Coast 2 Years Running

FAMILIES WELCOME!
¢ Big Screen

07 TV's

Pool Foosball
Darts,

Trivia & Sports
* Interactive

Owners:
#44§-9327

Champions

over.”

" BE INDEPENDENTLY
HEALTHY

e Independent Exercise Programs
¢ Exercise/Injury Consultation
e Sports Medicine

31

Mary & Chip Stewart
109 Fouth St. « Eureka, CA
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Haas come s to HS U via feet, bike
By Matt Krepaick
SPORTS EDITOR
Though four months
is a minuscule amount of time in a lifetime, it

has only taken that long for undeclared junior Melody Haas to elevate herself to stardom in the
world of mountain biking.
Haas, the cross country team’s
top runner this season and an integral part of the team’s first-place
finish at Saturday’s conference
championships, transferred to
HSU this semester after spendi
two years at Division I University
of Hawaii. Before the cross country season began, however, Haas

had biking on her mind.

After only two and a halfmonths
of training, Haas, who grew up in
Lakeport, about 120 miles south

of Arcata, finished eighth at the

fessional
level at which
top cyclists compete.
“In order to go pro,
you have to be at the
top of expert,”
she said.

diamond

Finding quick suc-

the

Hane chose Ha-

“Two years of summer was

page 29
nued
* Contifrom

joys the
Haas also said she
laid-back atmosphere of the HSU

ae i cd fae, ke
Seattle Pacifcaclose fourth

lt waa 4 more

Allof the top four teams are

ear
at Clear

nation,

andoi

Haas said

Courtney
Senior
Cannizzaro, the fourth-

conferat theher
place finis

it gives determination,” she said.

ence championships and a

three-mile races is easy

“My mom’s friend
commented on my hyperactivity

from the one she

and recommended
cross country,”

“Itwasamassivejump from high
school to college running,” she
said. “I went from no competition
to all competition.”
Haas said going to school in the

she said.
The recommendation turned
out for the best. Haas was undefeated until the section championships her sophomore year and

placed second in the state champi-

however,
were focused on Haas —
21 of them, to be exact. One of

those schools was HSU.
“We recruited her pretty hard
out of high school,” HSU Coach

middle of the Pacific Ocean was
tough
on her and other athletes.

“You get a lot of jet lag and you

get behind
in school,” she said.

team’s win
er,
said the
form

said.

$5-mile races, she

“Three miles is a walk in the
park,” she said. “Biking is ultraendurance when you compare it to
running.”
Wells said Haas is a runner with

et
eet
=
onships will help for
Saturday’s race, as will the
home crowd.
“I think we have a lot of

“a lot of positiv es.”

support,” she said. “I think

ner,” he said. “She 's iron-willed.

risen.”

the confidence level has

“Melody is a very talented run-

The men’s 10-kilometer

Tapping into toughness to over-

race will begin at 10 a.m.

come pain is an important compo-

and the women’s five-kilo-

nent of cross country

After two years,
Haas was ready
to leave Hawai; for Redwood
Country. Her reasons
were plenti-

to alleviate the loss of Sara Flores, |

coach,” she said. “I’ve always been
fond of Northern California.

year’s national champio
canine
the team,” she said.
to motivate

ful.
“Dave Wells is a well-known

returning all-region per-

bikng 20-mile to |

after a season of

very
” she said.
“I hope to go pro by the middle of
next season.”
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November Seeciai
Ladies under 30 1/2 price Parties. and Dinners
You chooee from hundreds Confidential
Call Margie 636-8373 or 680-866-2227
for tree info pack no Hidden Costs.

12 MORE SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK.
12 MORE SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK.
12 MORE SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK.
12 MORE SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING
BREAK.
12 MORE SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING
BREAK.
12 MORE SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK.

ranked in the top 13 in the

i scholarship, ahe

exclusive sports.
are not mutually
“Biking helps running because

national mountain biking championships. The success ofher young

pert level, one step below the pro-

in

rough,
but she shone
so bright she got a

onships her senior year.
“I wasn’t focused until my senior year,” she said.
Colleges around the country,

Haas has been biking at the ex-
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Still
counting...
12 MORE SCHOOL
DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK.
12 MORE SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK.
12 MORE SCHOOL DAYS
UNTIL THANKSGIVING BREAK.

$2.25
pint
$1.75

$5.50
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$3.50

THURSDAY
NIGHT SPECIAL

12 MORE SCHOOL
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UNTIL THANKSGIVING
BREAK.
‘12 MORE SCHOOL
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The Lombagjodt

From the locker room ne
bert was kept out of Saturday's

NTsta Meck @OLOinta

game with a pinched nerve that —* Ariana Kemnitz
may er
miss

¢ The ‘Jacks are ranked 13th in

the latest NCAA Division II poll
and second in the Western Region
poll.

may sideline him another week. |

¢ Defensive end Dyshun
Beshears may be sidelined with a
ankle

tie sediaiodiie of is thikoe wih a

broken fibula.
:

© Defensive lineman Jason

Tala

Telaaet

Griffith tallied eight tackles and a

Women’s

quart
sack
and had a forced
erbac
k

X-Country

fumble and a fumble recoveryto § ¢ Brad Walker has more than

e The ‘Jacks are ranked fifth in
the latest Division II poll and first

earn NCAC Defensive Player of

doubled his point total from last

the Week honors.

season, as has Mike Grimes.
oe

Volleyball

in the Western
Region poll.
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seen

¢ Setter Angie Barkin became
¢ Heidi Lantry could be limited
HSU’s No. S single season assist _ in her playing time with an injury.

© Offensive lineman Mike Lam-

holder Saturday night. She has

= * The "Jacks were ranked 11th

1,086 assists.

in the nation in last week’s poll.

Should have voted for Wood Chips ...

You

want

first

to

be

the

to

Pek

Macintosh.
More flexible

than

445-3035

ever.

We don't know how you'll fill in the blank.

That's why we make Macintosh computers
80 flexible. To help you be the first to do
whatever you want to do. And with word

Time For —
Lights
& Fenders!..

processing, easy Internet access, powerful
multimedia and cross-platform compatibility, a Mac makes it even easier to do it.

How do you get started? Visit your campus
computer store today and pick up a Mac.

Leave

your

marke

-sez J. Conzemius

and

M. Krupnick in Chicago
©1996 apple Computer Ine. All vights reserved.

Apple. the Apple liga

computers ave designed to he accessthle to indict rm tls with tise sili

Mac and Macintosh ave registered trademarks of yyile a 7 mmter Ine
Ta teavn more (8 attlyy, call S00. G00 ~SO8 or TTY 800-953-001

All Macintosh
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the
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MeldyHaas...-.ssseccsseee 18:12

:

Shelly

} | Courtney Cannizzaro
ae
ene
e
; | Natalie Lupica.......-s.s00+s 18:42

Dube eeceeoesecrreevrecs 25:48

Niro. aeroeoreoescoesses

18:55

: | LeiaGiambastiani.........+. 19:11
3 | Molly Alles.......00 nace 19:22

Ethan Schatler.....+.secessees 25:48
.

:
:

LStephiGiuntini...... scccceee 19:22
Rhonda Wood........ covesed 9:28

:

Faye Roundy........sessses 20:15

|
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Learn
The Most Effective
)
Martial Art In The World

e
RICKSON
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| ]] Francisco Rubalcava........+. 25:07

efor 8 tackles, five of them for a loss of 21 yards, a quarterback sack, a forced fumble
and a fumble recovery.
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spending out of control
.
There's

hing

i
inherently wrong with a system in which someone who runs for

a pebdedietcesignms mere thea $1 million campaigning for a position that only pays

a

more than $100,000.

Believe itor not that's exactly what Rep. Frank Riggs, R-Windsor, and Democratic
in

By Oct. 27, nine days before the election, the two candidates had raised well over $2.3

million in campaign contribu
and tion
had spent s,
nearly

Bei

hol tint srucunt vving forthe grand prize — the

cov1stete
Congressd
ional

District

seat, ajob which pays

all of $133,600 annually.
Simple math dictates that the total amount the success-

’

ful candidate would earn during the two-year political

eee
¥

The problem is that frequently the person who spends the most money is the one who

Oe

eee

i

become a sick contest between

political opponents
to see who can raise and spend the most
Additional

in a campaign.

arise from so much spending on political campaigns, ‘The

obvious dilemma, which is bound to surface in any campaign that spends more than $1

million, is a nice little four-letter word called debt.
still hold outstanding debts from the 1994 elections

which total more than $100,000. Subsequently, these politicians have had to spend
during their actual term raising funds to pay off campaign deficits, not
to mention cr preblen for their inevitable bid for re-election.
Yet another
in the process of current campaign

ing and contribution
procedures is
individuals and organizations outside of eomien *s district can
contribute significant amounts of money to the
igns . For example, Riggs and
Alioto each received more than $32,000 from inden contributors.

It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to deduce that out-of-district and out-of-state
contributions equal
ial interests making their presence felt. What else could
explain a corporation in, say, New Jersey contributing a sizable chunk of money toa_,
candidate in some rural region of California?
Initiatives such as Proposition 212 take a step in the right direction by limitin
campaign contributions from outside a candidate’s district to 25 percent of to
contributions. These actions don’t go far enough, however. There is no conceivable
reason, outside of special interests and lobbyists making their presence felt, that any

(
és

x

.

y

AIM

contributions should come from outside of a candidate’s district.

om

WET

Letters to The Lumberjack
Mistake in letters
column corrected
Inthe Oct. 30 issue ofThe Lum-

berjack,
the URL forthe Humboldt
Online Guide was printed incor-

rectly. The true address is: http://
www.humboldt1com/~guide/
The “1” was omitted.
HSU iad former
Lumberjack editor

unwarranted injustices from the
university athletic department.
At the homecoming game, the
TKE fraternity enjoyed reserved

50-yard line seats while the band

was relegated
to the 10-yard line at
the north end of the field. The

Tekes were publicly commended,
and should be for their spirit, but
the HSU band has been shuffled to
the side and treated poorly.
Tomake
matters worse, the ath-

leticdepartment
has asked the band
not to play so much at games so
that a local radio station can play
songs like “We Will Rock You.”
They even let the radio station play
creer on as property.
amarching
togames
bes they
are not allowed to play
music?

be wi
the marching
band playing “Drive On” with ew

ery touchdown?
The live music is as i

Ree

ees
The

noel oe e icy
ing Lumber-

ah
represen i HSU ‘
This yen the Humble Se
Marching Lumberjacks, the
est public
of athletic supportersat HSU, has had to endure

The biggest insult came earlier
this year. The band room has been
moved from Redwood Bow! to a
room in back of the Field House.
The reason for the move was so
that the athletic
t could
create a few exclusive boxes in
Redwood
Bowl. Themoney — and
a lot of it! — goes to the athletic
d
t.
n return, the ee
berjacks got a generally

room

that has rent leaky roof, a mud-

caked floor, no heat and inadequate
lighting that required cleaning by
the students before bringingin their
instruments.
In our opinion, any HSU organization whose pu
is school
spirit, which the band has faithfully fulfilled since 1968, deserves
better treatment than being sold
out and pushed aside.
Blaze O. Baker
USDA Forest Service

Julie Olsen

HSU graduate, Cox
Communications, Arcata
Abe Crow

HSU graduate, Fine Lines
Painting

Rugby house or
animal house?
I read in the Oct. 30 Lumberjack that the rugby team wants The
Lumberjack to cover them. They

say theyare winning for the “green
and gold” and deserve coverage
because they win a lot.
As a wife and mother I am outraged by this. I have driven by

their so-called house on Granite
Avenue and it is disgraceful. Their
drunken parties out in the street
and their rude behavior to women
passing by is nothing of which to
be proud.
Beer cans and trash scattered in
their front yard, loud parties every

week are not what HSU isall about.

These young men better clean up
their act before they say they are
symbols of what HSU stands for.
Ellie Johnson
housewife
Arcata resident ;

Need substantive _
reasons for merging
Your brief and largely uninfor-

mative story about the merger of
the Colleges of Arts and Humanities and Behavioral and Social Sciences in the Oct. 30 issue of The
Lumberjack caught my eye.
This merger is a big event for
HSU. It may be good, it may be
bad, but we don’t know yet be-

cause we haven't had time to study
the ramifications of the merger.
I agree with Professor Myers

when he says that more time needs
to be taken before a decision is
made.
(An interim dean could be appointed forspring 1997 andastudy

i.

uci

The

dds

OPINION

e’ve gota serious problem
on this campus. Students,

Here are some of the stranger cases from various police files:
Beach, Calif.: Jay Middleton, a hairdresser,

istration.
The forum about the One Card last
Thursday was designed to represent stu-

doing this ... Bad Jay, bad Jay,” while slapping himself on the wrist as
punishment.

voice of students was represented in
opposition to the proposal. Yet Vice President
Christensen
has decided to disregard
this effort by

ee

With the chain still attached
to the machine. With their
bumper still attached to the
chain. With the license plate
still attached to the bumper.
Everett, Wash.:

saying that there were not

,

students present.

I was there and thought that it was a very good
een
Thursday (Halloween
no
les).
The problem
does not stop there. Students have
i codediucadieamt tee i
from
students who oppose One Card. This, too, has been
denied by the administration
as an illegitimate effort

Inmate

Tyrone Simmons was suspi-

ee

he was free to go and even
asked: “Are you sure?” Once

assured, he was out the door ASAP. His jailers should've listened to

Who represents the voice of the entire student
body? The Associated Students (A.S.)doand they've

him, for they originally intended to release another inmate with the

written a detailed resolution in opposition to the

implementation
of the One Card.

same last name. When he’s caught, Simmons will face additional
that responsibilcharges ofescape, although authorities

By now, most students with their eyes open know

ity for the escape could be a “point of discussion.”

about this issue which the A.S. have decided to

Ypsilanti, Mich.: A man walked into a Burger Kingat 7:50 a.m. one
day, flashed a gun and demanded cash. The clerk turned him down
because he couldn’t open the cash register without a food order. When

oppose. This was by no means a one-sided decision.
Channels
were opened for all students
to represent

their opinions butno one spoke in favor of the One
Card.

the man ordered onion rings, the clerk said they weren’t available for
breakfast. The man, frustrated, walked away.

The students
have spoken, their voices have been

ts for

Arizona: A company called “Guns for Hire” stages

heard. However, the administration doesn’t care to

listen.

Western movies and the like. One day, it received a call from a 47-yearold woman who wanted to have her husband killed. Asa result, she got
four-and-a-hayears
lf in jail.
South Carolina: A man walked into a police station, dropped a bag
of cocaine on the counter, informed the desk sergeant that it was
substandard cut and asked that the person who sold it to him be
arrested immediately.

It seemed very clear at the meet-

In an
i
similar but completely unrelated story, a man
from Union City, Tenn., who wanted to be a woman cut off his penis
with a machete after several doctors turned him down for a sex-change

ing that the Provost indicated
that
the decision to merge had already

Obion County Sheriff Ewell Baker. The male member, which was

to have been made at the administrative level with no faculty, student or staff involvement.

severed down to about halfan inch, was not found. Gansert claimed his

The provost has even refused to

to asheriff.

nin white bien eh gvsiiaaiincalld

girlfriend
“fed it to the dogs.”

submit a proposal of the merger to
the Academic
Senate, which is the

Gives new meaning to the terms milk bone and chew toy.

primary policy generating
and rec-

everyry reason Ihatehim
Ih
MThis
quote fromjohnohn Wayne Wayne Weynecpepitomizes
eptom
and
eeepbemdcta
“I don’t feel we did wrong in taking
this great
them (American Indians). There were great numbers

form
who

needed new land, and the Indians were selfishly trying to keep it for
themselves.”
Just another case of the American Dream becoming the whole

world’s nightmare.

Garland is editor in chief of The Lumberjack. You can e-mail
him at

It was so upsetting to most of us that we de-

manded student representation on the committee
considering the proposal. We had to fight for our

democratic right to be heard — it was not automatic.
Associated Students is also

ommending body of the general
faculty
There are
-affairs issues
here which are well within
the jurisdiction
of the Senate, which includes a Faculty Affairs Committee and a standing committee of
the Senate.
One ofthe primary reasons given
for the merger is that it will create
possibilities
for new synergies be-

with when this is over; a lesson in the complete

autocracy of a chosen few who run this university;
an autocracy that is thinly veiled behind the appearance of a democratic system.
C.J. Johnston
English senior
‘Associated Students representative

colleges. This is occurring right
now, and has been for many years.
Second, if this were any sort of
valid reason for merging coll

think of the incnailithe ornanties
we could create if all the colleges

cry gag
ot ng
Really, the possibilities

ss

wwe need, are substantive
reasons for
,

I would tt
like to see
The
jack
do an extensive
story on this merger. The more
to have an effect on our lives as
teacher, students and staff, the bet-

ter we will be able to make prudent
decisions for our own futures.
Michael F. Goodman

philosophy professor
“iy
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to be a

learning process that teaches us about the procedures of government. Maybe thatis all we will be left

First, there is nothing standing
in the way of synergies being created by departments in different

and cons of a merger.)

joint connected to his tender bits and jammed solid.

Te

about this idea less than two months ago when
Perryman gave us a presentation.

leges

* Continued
from page35

best.

Wayne Perrymanand
Vice President Christensen
tried to tell us that this decision has been and will
remain “democratic.”
That's a hard pill to swallow
if you're a student. Students have not been consulted about this proposal from the beginning.
Many of the council representatives
only learned

wise would be in two different col-

In Ireland, a man staggered into the emergency room at Belfast
Hospital with a wind-up toy turtle attached to his testicles.
The man’s son had dropped the toy into his bath and a mechanical

Te

mate,
or marginal, at

Letters

And forall of you on the look out for some good Christmas gift ideas,
here's a case of simple technology that went horribly awry.

SE

Behavioral and Social Sciences. In each case, the

Vice President Christensen
has resisted all efforts
by the students to be heard on this issue. He has even
gone so far as to disregard the A.S.as the official

Penile turmoil ...

operation, according

plies tan boctaaas isturbing trend
on this campus. In addition to the One
Card,
we have spoken out
ing the proposed
trimester plan, the problems facing the ethnic studies department, and the dissolution ofthe College of

dent opinion on the issue. A unanimous

Kentucky: Two men tried to pull the front off a cash machine by
running a chain from the machine to the bumper of their pickup truck.

the bumper off their truck. Scared, they left the scene and drove

our time and effort as representatives, extremely
mad. What are we doing in student government if
our voices and efforts are going to be
pacts
oop sail
Saal Ree dent. ag focuil

ignored and disregarded by this admin-

himself during the episode, saying “This is so bad, I can’t believe I'm

an

he has decided to conduct his own private phone
li thro
the journalism department.
P This
most of us on the A.S.,
who dedicate

a legitimate right to be heard are being

worked on her hair with his free hand, completing the job because the
customer was too frightened to object. Middleton
talkedto

bet

voice of HSU students. Instead of considering the
resolution as the
ion of the student voice,

faculty and staff who have

was sen-

tenced to 60 days of community service ona
that he masturbated
while styling a female customer’s hair. He had removed his pants and

eircen

‘Pes

Student opinion being ignored

Stranger than fiction files:
Criminal Hall of Shame

lotus

beeen )-i0 Os

Disturbing trend
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HSU is great, but...

True confessions of an ‘insensitive bitch’
I have recently come to the realization that I will always
be too uncool for Humboldt
State. Maybe
I am too old,

Idon’tactively participate in “cultural diversity” or make

too moderate, too insensitive or too preoccupied by my

efforts to succeed in the real world to properly fit in here.
I am 25, shop at the Co-op, go to the Brewery on
Thursday night, enjoy music by the Grateful Dead and
have been known to appreciate a sticky green hike in the

forest. I chose Humbo it State over other schools because
of what the school is and has to offer, and I gladly accept
the nuances and oddities which accompany that choice.
Although I do many Humboldt things, I donotdo them
+
of

ces

ne
oe
days —
when Joplin aand
oe Hendrix

rth

ty

I don’t have dreadlocks to make a statement that says,
“Yeah, even though I’m white and can’t tell you anything
about Rastafarianism, I've got these dreads to prove a point
that I’m still deciding on.”
I don’t have every song on every album by the Grateful
Dead memorized.
I don’t watch the clock anxiously until it reaches 4:20

~ every day and then run screaming through the halls to
spread the news.

om

on’t think or speak ina politi-

“erm

I study and go to class ona regular basis, notjust on those

“lifestyle choices.”

-

I don’t believe that

ee

4 don’t watch the clock anxiously until it
reaches 4:20 and then run screaming

good personal hygiene is

overated
I don’t miss the
the ’60s,*60

e

through the halls to spread the news.

I don’t stay awake all

I don’t prioritize my party schedule based on the number of kegs each one is said to have.
I don’t cite “Because Corporate America Sucks!” as a
reason for not showering.
I’ve never had to go begging for money to buy buds.

night partying with
strangers to broaden my interpersonal horizons.
I don’t “jones” for bud if there hasn’t been any THC in
my system for more than three hours.
I don’t own a crocheted cap that hasn’t been washed in
three years.

turn...

SICHAMORONIUTINTON Apsi 20,‘ and baubicfe
with unconfined excitement
when it arrives.

I don’t shave my head and try to look as unfeminine as
possible to demonstrate my support of “womyn” (this is
I guess).
i
supposed to be irony,
I know that 4:20
is not the police code for smoking
marijuana, and that it was really just a lighthearted comment by Jerry Garcia that started this whole tradition.
Iam paying my own way through scho
and hadol
to work
hard and save that money to be able to afford to come here.
I don’t own any bells, nor would I wear them as a

snave.

thor
dd beckon”

I own pants with hemlines and
dresses that fit.

m. I’m not Papiaoess:

personal fashion accessory.
I don’t adopt a new puppy each month, since all the
others died because I didn’t take proper care of them.
I don’t live in a Volkswagen Bus.
I bitch about many things, not just the cause of the week.
Shannon Mortensen is a journalism senior and on the

staff of The Lumberjack.
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and professional looking?

Do stories appéal to a broad range
Of tastes and interests?

SSE
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attractive and helpful?
Do you give the paper much
credibility?
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Are special sections like Science

& Special Assignments attractive?

Are display elements—art
& type—given bold enough treatment?

(
r than dull & passive)?
\Do enough photos appear
throughout the paper? i
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Do maps, charts
& diagrams
enhance the text where necessary?

Is graphic
data meaningful,
:

Is thé «content organized, logical and
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What is your favorite part of the

paper?
What would you like to see more of?
Less of?

5
5

no

Do news headlines intrigue, inform
and invite readers in?

provoke a reaction from you?

Is therean effective balanceo,

OTe

yes

Are all typographic details consistent

Is it clear how to reach the
paper, key staff, web site?
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Are stories interactive enough (quick
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‘Willanything in this week’s paper
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match your interests?
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OPPORTUNITIES
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED on
tegular schedule for mobile clinic
serving homeless and low income
people in Eureka, South Jetty, and
Rio Dell. Vital signs (
required) and reception (no
experience necessary). Please help
us get through the winter. 443-1186.
NOW HIRING! Alaska crab and
fish industry. Eam $3,000-6,000/
mo.
Free room and board,
transportation. No
. Toll
free (668) 393-1433 ext. A-115.

$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part time, athome. Toll
free (800) 896-9778 ext. R-8201

for listings.

MUST BE ENVIRONMENTALLY
CONCIOUS,

service

friendly and positive. .Call (800)
927-2527 ext. 3830 for more info.

BEFORE

RESPONDING

Classifieds
Place ads at
University
Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall
East. Rates
are $5/25
words.
Student

TAKE A JOURNEY
tothe ancient
Christian F;
. St.
Innocent Orthodox Church
inquirer's class meets every
Wednesday
at
7pm.
Je

pag

available.

118

blockbuster products: soy-based

lingual); 100%

melatonin

(sub-

pharmaceutical

grade DHEA ( not from yams).
New products: 1.
Delicious
chewable
vitamins;
2.
concentrated fruit and
juices; 3. unique arthritis formula;
4. blockbuster
spray of 6 colloidal

minerals. Our road to great health
also ends up with a monthly check
if you desire
to MLM. No entrance
fee. We nurture you. For info call
(800) 499-7183.

hour. Salina

443-1912,

KHSU

Sunday Night Astro Forecaster.
RGB
lici 8/80 system w 13° Sony

color $650. Classic
Il 4/80 $325.
Quadrq 630 12/250 CPU $650. HiRes 16 inch E-Machines RGB

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED

CARS

from

monitor $295. Supra 14.4 fav
modem $55, 3x CD-Rom $110.
StyleWriter ti printer $175.
443-9868.

$175.

Porches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's
your area. Toll free (800)
898-9778 ext. A-8201 for current
listings.

OUTDOOR
GEAR EXCHANGE is
accepting
consignment
for

mountaineering,

POLARITY THERAPY, deep
tissue, intuitive touch, private

THE LUMBERJACK! READ IT
FOR
THE
LATEST
HAPPENINGS ON AND OFF
CAMPUS.

ee

it has

IBENEZ SR 800 BASS AND
CRATE
BX 160 AMP. Both
in like

a lot of

emotional value and | am very
sad. Please return it. | lost
it ( left
it) in Nelson Hall East, Tues. night
10/29.

new condition.

Bass $500, amp

$350 or $800 for both. Call soon,
as they will go quickly. 822-3332.

Please
call 826-0397.

eee

Keep

them

thinking

all

year

of

long

you
with

SUBSCRIPTION

(and

us)

a

to

Lumberjack
$7/semester,

$12/year

’

City,

State,

Mail to:
Humboldt
a

3Brewing Conipany, ion. |

Arafat wears.

climbing,

backpacking, kayaking, skiing,
snowboarding; including
seconds
(new and used). 1360 G
St. Arcata. 822-2562.

SCARF,
black and
white
checkered, like the one Yassar

Fri. before the
next issue
826-3259

cite

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS.
Only $5/25 words ($2 students).
Place ad at University Ticket
Office, Nelson Hall East.

ENJOY
A
MASSAGE
IN
ARCATA—Massage improves
muscle tone and helps prevent or
delay muscular atrophy
from forced inactivity.
FootReflexology, 2nd degree Reiki.
Reidun Olsson CMP 822-7247.

maaan

antioxidants;

SALE

ASTROLOGY, NUMEROLOGY
TAROT READINGS.
Resolve
those bu
. $45 per

SERVICES

nineties

antioxidant
and other vitamins; anti
-aging medications shakes/bars,
chromium (3 types; pure OPG,s
(grape seed) and green tea

FOR

EXPLORE NORTH BAY by sea
kayaking
to seation
kayak. Introduc
with a trip to the islands and ruins of
Arcata Bay. Sunday 11/10. $20.
HUM_BOATS, 444-3048.

wants your

to

ANNOUNCEMEN

JOIN DR EARL MINDELL
for our

THRILLS

Lumberjack

oriented,

GD

GP

GP

GE

GE

GE

GS

GE

ZIP

The Lumberjack,
State University.
GS

GS

Ga

Nelson Hall East
A:
Arcata, CA_95521

6,

a

_ Considering
the paper is due tomorrow,
ee

Proud ‘Producers of
Steelhead Extra Pale Ale
_ Steelhead Extra Stout
J amaica Red Ale
Complete

retait:sales office open

Monday thru Saturday:9.a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tours ‘by appointment
Located

Late Night Copies
Self-serve
copiers. Tpm to Midnight,

in
i vihe Blue Lake Industrial Park across

Sunday through Thursday.

from Almquist Lumber on Taylor Way

(707) 668-4151
Handcrafted Fine Ales From
The Heart Of The Redwoods

-

eeeitis

y
Open 7 Days

& ie af,

16th & G St. ARCATA 822-8712
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Tire “Week
° “Untitled,”
a play written by Friday from 6-9 p.m. and Saturday from 9a.m.-4p. m. HSU credit
Deason and directed
by Deason available.
fee
is $5 for
will be in Gist Hall 2 Nov. 16 at 4 students and $10 fornon-students.
826-4925 or 826-5210.
Freudian
von
cd
ad op
don inno- a ® Te HSU Veterans Affairs

more. Admissionis
free. 826-3531.

On vm

¢ Sunnyside Pub and Eatery
re

Jantina Moulton at Dustin

oll

cvegeateeoe
ot
re, Ay

ght ghey Sie

dusat
1988 wea

oO‘paaioan
CafeLos Tue
0083009
Good
Company Friday at

tnnin

eee

+

Grab Bag

Center. 442-1533.

as

is presentinga

aiid he! Featured will be the Humboldt Symphony,

H

ed Crimi-

i eectiiie _—_

Calypso Band, Symphonic Band, P.M. Jazz Big

e The Forest Aid

Karshner

Lounge

concert will be at the} Band, the Mad River Transit Singers and more.|

through Thursday.

rian wie See ” | Tickets are $7 general and $4 for students and

aoe a cae,

Zea, Alice Di Miede | seniors. 826-3928.

+ TheStadentAc-

“The, Fruits of
Mike

ter. 822-6918.

ken Hearts,”
a play written by Al

HSU

Allen

tration fee is
$20. 826-4771.
e TheArcata
House
will hold
its
annual
Founders Celebration with music from Good

.

ence
A 564.

° Lost in

Internet

drop-ins every
noon-1
p-m. in the Siemens Hall 1 18 Com-

puter Lab and electronic
tutori-

brary 207.

meet at the Library Informa-

tiondeskorevery

Thursday 4-5
p-m. with Sharon

Chadwick in Li-

© The Redwood Coast Writ-

the Lutheran Church of Arcata. $5
donation.

ers’ Center will host a creativity
workshop with
Jesse
Austin tiled “Imagination Personality” Nov. 16 from 10 a.m.-2
p-m. at The Ink People .Center
Eureka. Cost is $15 general and

and

ae

music depart-

‘tS the
te Science
Balen Lab
Lab
with
Mather
from PASCO
Scientific
Friday at 4 p.m. in Sci-

Nov. 15 at 7:30 p.m. at

¢ To help raise money for

Ceraulo and directed by Ro.

viewing Techniques on Tuesday.
All are at 4 p.m. in Nelson Hall
West 232. 826-3341.
© The

- CCAT’s Annual Harvest
Sale will be on the Quad
today, Thursday and
Friday.

epee, SERS Workshops

SE

The concert will ben-

e The

i

enceon, “Roots ofMale

Livie Delphiafam| Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Van Duzer Theatre. | Adrienne Peserson
cover. 443-4333.

elson Hall East 102.
_ © The Oakland Men's Project

Making
the Peace,” Nov. 14 from
¢ The Student
Ac- - 8:30 a.m.-4:30

tions presents Arcata’

ae

propum

a Veterans
Monday 12:30 p.m. in

SO

¢ The HSU’s Teacher Prepa-

$12 for students and Ink People
members. 442-8413.

movie,

ration office is having a ae
on Multiple Subjects today and

Ensembleand }directed by Michael Bray will be at Gist Hall 2 at 4 p.mJ Founders Hall 118
Mad_ River
at 8 p.m. on Satur-

Nov. 14 and a Single
workshop Thursday and Nov. 13.
All workshops begin at 5:30 p.m.

Town Hall
Meetings

a workshop about Resume Writing Techniques Thursday,a
workshop
about Job Search Strategies for Graduating Students on
Monday and another about Inter-

¢ Humboldt County Board of
isors will meet on Tuesday at 9 a.m. at 825 Fifth St. Eureka. 445-7509.

Teal: |. Holed Up,” a play written by John Middlesworth and] Vint? sews i,
Transit Sing- |Friday. Audience members are to “expect the

day. $2 donation

ar 15 at 8 unexpected” in 0 play that crosses the line of “reality
pain and theatricality.” Admission is free.

SCAT will
roel Agicular

Eckman will perform a solo

Everding is about love, relation-

ships
and the search for personal
healing and meaning. Gist Hall
F
Theatre
on Thursday, Friday and

Hall

Saturday and Nov.13-16 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $6 general and $2 stu-

will include Latin artists Bonfa,

dents and seniors Nov. 7, 13 and
14 and $3.50 Nov. 8, 9, 15 and 16.

concert in Fulkerson

Nov. 16 at 6 p.m. Featured works

97. 826-3551.

¢ TransculturalNursinginthe
Philippines
slide show Thursday
826-5137.
¢ Women and Computer
Technology Conference begins
SOGOEC@NVSSIN
@ GUOCE

Clutches ¢ Engine Overhauls
Preventive

§22 - 3770
Street,

Loaner

Arcata

Datsun

@

HONDA

@

Bikes

Available

6UBaRv

RainDOw
eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies
eSqeaky Clean
eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed

P

Jj

CESS woshinglss Poss Weare Croup

MAZBDA@STOVYOTA

@

Brakes (Free Ins pection & Estimate)
Electrical
irs «Cooling Systems

$13

.

at 6:30 p.m. in Science B 135.

jJEBP

Barrios, Jobim, Villa Lobos and

day from 7-9 p.m. in Buck House

——

quality friendly service

E-mail: SEQUITCOMN@
asl. com

a
oo. general and $2 for
—
and seniors. 826-3928.
© Classical guitarist Nathan

in Harry Griffith Hall 204. 8265867.
¢ The Career Center will have

180 F Street « Arcata
822-2200
(800) 655-0522

CA |
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© Colored Paper

©Enlargements

Binding

Transparencies

‘@Recycled Paper

Reductions

Resumes

9% Thesis Copying

Tht
Medi
LL ee
Na
A

University

Center

Oe
Service

Convenient Location on Campus
4¢ Happy Hours

Self-Service
General School Supplies
Over-the-Counter Copy Services

826-4146

PRIVATE OUTDOOR

HOT

TUBS * TRADITIONAL

SAUNA CABINS « INTERNATIONAL

MAGS.

NEWSPAPERS

cae
¢ CAPPUCINO
e PASTRIES
e FIREPLACE
e JUICE BAR

Thea

Ant
ipar
e
TTT

OPEN EVERY DAY

_

seSun—eThursa
n
: noon to 11

Fri & Sat: noon fo | am

em

¢ GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE «

